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Adagio SalesCQ — License Agreement
The use of Adagio SalesCQ is governed by the following agreement. You demonstrate your
acceptance of the terms of this agreement by using Adagio SalesCQ and its associated
materials. You may terminate this agreement at any time by returning the original disks and
manual to Softrak Systems Inc. with a letter stating that all copies of the software have been
destroyed. The letter must be signed by an officer of the company.

Usage Rights
For the fee you have paid, Softrak Systems Inc. hereby grants to you and you accept a license
to use this application and the related materials on one computer system only. To use this
application on more than one computer system, you must either purchase a license for
another copy of Adagio Payables or arrange for a multi-user license from Softrak Systems Inc.
You may not copy any of the materials received with Adagio Payables, in whole or in part,
except for archival and backup purposes.

The license is not transferable.

Registration and Support
To receive technical support and notices of upgrades and announcements, your copy of
Adagio SalesCQ must be registered.

To register, install Adagio SalesCQ as you would any other Windows application. When you
start up Adagio SalesCQ for the first time, you will be presented with a screen that gives you
the option to register. Enter your company information and print the registration form to be
mailed or faxed to Softrak Systems Inc.

This software requires registration within 60 days of first use. It will cease to operate after
60 days have elapsed without a registration code.

Liability
You agree that regardless of the form of any claim, the liability of Softrak Systems Inc. for any
damages to you or to any other party shall not exceed the license fee paid for the materials
included in Adagio SalesCQ. Nothing in this agreement shall be construed as a product
warranty and all such warranties are explicitly and expressly denied.
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Chapter 1

Getting Started

One of the keys to good marketing is to keep in regular contact with your prospects
and customers. In Adagio SalesCQ, we make this easy. Adagio SalesCQ combines the
information in Adagio Receivables and OrderEntry with contact management and
quotation features. It allows you to scan contacts for callback dates, create and send
quotations, print reports, create individual or mailmerge letters, and faxes. Prospects
can be turned into customers with just a couple of mouse clicks.

Who Should Use Adagio SalesCQ?

Without any detailed setup, Adagio SalesCQ can be used immediately to respond to
and record calls and faxes from customers and prospects. All the information in
Adagio Receivables and OrderEntry is available at a few mouse clicks or keystrokes.
Notes and alerts can be reviewed and entered.

Once callback codes have been defined and used, the real power of Adagio SalesCQ
is revealed. This power comes in the form of scan lists—lists of customers or
prospects that are created using selections and filters. Each user has his/her own
scan list so that many projects can be handled concurrently. Instead of just
responding to contacts from customers or prospects, users can take charge
proactively.

Quotations can then be created easily with just a few mouse clicks. Taking
information from Adagio Inventory and using your already existing customers and
prospects, these quotes can be printed, or even faxed or emailed directly to the
customer or prospect. And all this can be done directly from within SalesCQ!
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Sample Uses

Customer Service staff can create lists based on warranty expirations so they can
encourage customers to renew their support programs. Personalized letters can be
printed or faxed or the list can be used for phone campaigns.

The Credit Department can create lists of customers over their credit limit or with
balances over x number of days.

The Sales Department can create customer or prospect lists by salesman, territory,
callback codes, or ranges of callback dates.

Sales representatives can easily create quotes for potential orders based on the
customer discount information already in the database. They can use a previous
order in OrderEntry for any customer to generate a similar quote in SalesCQ. They
can view orders, invoices and credit notes, and print a number of useful reports for
sales prospecting and analysis. They can also move quotes directly into Adagio
OrderEntry when the quote is accepted by the customer.

Getting Started

Before you can start using Adagio SalesCQ, you must take the time to complete the
setup procedures in the next two chapters. Chapter 2 explains how to create and
open Adagio SalesCQ data and import data from other programs. Chapter 3 explains
how to setup SalesCQ to work best for the needs of your company.

It can take some time to perform all of the steps, but a complete setup will ensure
that you benefit from all the features of this software.

Installing Adagio SalesCQ

Please see your Adagio Fundamentals manual for instructions on how to install Adagio
SalesCQ.

Sample Uses
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Adagio Fundamentals

Other important information about Adagio SalesCQ is included in your Adagio
Fundamentals manual. Adagio Fundamentals covers information and functions that
are similar across all Adagio applications, such as data backup, security settings, and
keyboard shortcuts for data entry. Be sure to read Adagio Fundamentals for valuable
information about working with Adagio SalesCQ.

About Adagio

Adagio Accounting programs are designed for organizations that manage over $1
million in sales/revenue, with significant transaction volume and at least one person
responsible for managing those transactions. This modular accounting system
combines a batch interface that is easy to understand and control with online
processing in order entry and inventory control. Additional, Adagio provide
dynamite-looking invoices, checks and statements on blank paper. All of this
without being forced to use a mouse during data entry or any of the other accounting
procedures. Simple procedures and built-in software make it a snap to email or fax
letters and customer statements.

About Softrak

For over 25 years, Softrak has created accounting and reporting software to make the
tasks required in the accounting department simple and straightforward, even in
high volume businesses. If you have any suggestions about how we can improve this
module, please visit our web site at www.softrak.com.

Adagio Fundamentals
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Chapter 2

Configuring Adagio
SalesCQ

In this chapter, we will explain the following procedures:

• Creating Data Files
• Program Options
• Logging into Adagio SalesCQ
• Setting Currency Information
• Security Settings
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Creating Data Files

Data files are the files that will contain your accounting data. Before creating the data
files, you should determine the drive, directory and filename extension that you will
use. We recommend that you use the same location and extension as files from other
programs that will integrate with Adagio SalesCQ. For example, if you are using
other Adagio programs, you might choose the directory C:\SOFTRAK\DATA\ .

You must have Adagio Receivables data in the same folder before
you are able to create Adagio SalesCQ data.

To create Adagio SalesCQ data files:

1) Start Adagio SalesCQ from the Windows Start menu. The login screen appears:

2) Enter your user ID and password.

The user ID for the System administrator is SYS. The default
password in SYS. It is strongly recommended that you change this
password before you allow other users to access the system.

3) Enter the data path for the data files. Alternately, you can click the File button to
browse through existing drives and directories or you can click the Directory
(multiple folders) button to see a list of previously opened paths.

4) Enter an extension which will be applied to all the data files you create.

Creating Data Files
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5) Click the Create button. The Data Creation screen appears indicating the
directory you selected:

6) Ensure you have an ARGLOB file in the right-hand side. Then, click OK. You are
prompted to confirm the data creation.

7) Adagio will check for existing SalesCQ data; if none is found, it will ask you if
you want to create it.

8) Click Yes. Adagio will create the data files.

9) Since Adagio Receivables is required for Adagio SalesCQ, it will then retrieve
your basic company information into the Company Profile function and open it
for editing. Set your Company Profile options according to the information in
Chapter 3. Then click OK to finalize the data creation process.

Once you have set up data files, each time you start Adagio SalesCQ, the most
recently opened data files will automatically appear in the Open Adagio SalesCQ
Data dialog. All you will have to do is enter your user ID and password, and click
the Open button.

Creating Data Files
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Reading Contact Master and Quote Master Data

Adagio SalesCQ can read Contact Master data and Quote Master data and import the
data into a new SalesCQ database.

Adagio SalesCQ does not convert Contact Master or Quote Master
data; it merely reads it and brings it in to Adagio SalesCQ. The
original database is left intact. You will still be able to open the
data in Contact Master and Quote Master. However, any changes
you make in Contact Master and Quote Master after Adagio
SalesCQ reads it will not appear in Adagio SalesCQ, and vice
versa.

Reading the Data

Contact Master data is read into Adagio SalesCQ during the data creation process.
The standard data creation process is outlined above.

When you reach step 8 of the Creating Data Files process, if Adagio SalesCQ finds
Contact Master data in the directory, it will tell you:

The same will happen if Adagio SalesCQ finds Quote Master data in the directory.

Click Yes. Adagio SalesCQ will go through the Contact Master data (or Quote Master
data), and then will tell you that the data was successfully created. Click OK.

You can go to the Customers, Prospects, or Quotes functions and see your Contact
Master and Quote Master data there, and can begin working with that data in
Adagio SalesCQ.

Important Note

Some versions of Contact Master allow companies in its database to have multiple
contact information for one company. Adagio SalesCQ does not allow this. If you
wish to have multiple contacts for one company, you have to create complete and
unique customer and prospect records for each contact. When Contact Master data is
read into Adagio SalesCQ, only the first contact record for each company will be
read; the others will be ignored.

Creating Data Files
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Logging into Adagio SalesCQ

The Open Adagio SalesCQ Data dialog box appears each time you start Adagio
SalesCQ.

Adagio SalesCQ comes preloaded with the user ID of SYS and a password that is
also SYS. Unless this is an upgrade from an earlier version of Adagio SalesCQ, you
must log in with this user ID and password the first time you use SalesCQ. This is
the default Adagio system administrator user ID. It cannot be deleted but the
password can be changed. Since it provides access to all Adagio SalesCQ screens and
functions, you may want to change the Adagio system administrator password for
security purposes. Refer to the online Help documentation or your Adagio
Fundamentals manual for instructions on changing the password and setting up
additional users

The following table describes each field:

Field Description

UserID / Password Each Adagio SalesCQ user should be assigned a user
identification code. Refer to your online Help or
Adagio Fundamentals manual for detailed information
about setting up users.

Remember user name Turn this option on to have the Adagio user name
remembered and authenticated by the windows user.
This allows you to default your Adagio user name by
logging into Windows (on the same station).

Logging into Adagio SalesCQ
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Field Description

Remember user
password

Turn this option on to have the Adagio user password
remembered and authenticated by the windows user.
This allows you to default your Adagio user password
by logging into Windows (on the same station).

Date This is the session date. It defaults to the current
system date. If you need to change the date, use the
calendar button to the right or type in the desired
date.

NOTE: If you want to log into SalesCQ using a session
date within the last used session date month and year, all
you need to is type one or two numbers representing the
date you want to use. (Eg. If your last session date was
04/12/2010 and you now want to log in using 04/15/2010,
all you need do is type 15 in the date field. The month and
year are remembered from the last time you logged in.)

Last access This is the session date used when you last accessed
or ran Adagio SalesCQ with the data path that
initially displays in the Data path.

Data path Enter the drive and data path for your company's data
by clicking once in this field and typing the
information in, or by clicking the Browse button and
selecting the correct drive and data path from the
Data Selection dialog box that appears.

There is another button to the far right of this field.
Click this 'multiple folder' button to view a list of
Previously Opened data sets (eg. Adagio SalesCQ
data for multiple companies). If you wish to use one
of these previously opened data sets, click its
Company Name to select it, then click Open.

NOTE: Adagio SalesCQ can remember what data sets have
been accessed by each Adagio SalesCQ user. The first time
each user logs into SalesCQ, they will be prompted to
respond whether or not they want to also load a default list
of companies. (Please refer to page 2-11 for more detailed
information on responding to the Historical Company
Access List prompt.)

Logging into Adagio SalesCQ
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Field Description

Extension Enter the extension used by your company's data
here. For example, to use the sample data, you would
enter SAM.

When you have entered all fields, click Open.

Historic Access Lists

Adagio SalesCQ has the ability to maintain separate Previously Opened dataset lists
by user. As such, when users log into SalesCQ, their Previously Opened window
will display only those companies/datasets they have accessed which should speed
their search for a particular dataset. To facilitate this, the first time each user access
SalesCQ data, they will receive a prompt asking if they would like their historical
company access list set up.

Select Yes to have SalesCQ retain the original list of companies all users have
accessed and then remember which subsequent companies/datasets have been
accessed by each user separately.

Select No to begin with a blank Previously Opened window and have only the list of
datasets accessed by each user since the installation of SalesCQ 8.1B display each
time the Previously Opened window is opened by that user.

Logging into Adagio SalesCQ
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Workstation Options

To configure the general print options for this workstation, select Workstation
Options from the File menu. The Workstation Options window will open.

The following table describes the fields on the first tab of this window.

Field Description

Report Preview zoom
factor

Enter the zoom factor you want used as the default
when you preview SalesCQ reports on this
workstation.

Report Preview
window state

This option is used with the Report Preview zoom
factor. Select Full screen to have the Preview window
use your entire screen size. Select Partial screen to
have the Preview window use part of your screen
only.

Workstation Options
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Field Description

Report Printer Check the Default printer button if you use your
default printer to print reports. If you use a different
printer to print reports, check the Specific button and
enter the name of the printer in the field or select a
printer from the dropdown list.

Quote Specification Select the specification to use for each item.

Quote Printer You can also select a different printer if you are not
using your default Windows printer for printing
specifications.

Settings Saved by Station

The options you set on the Workstation Options window will be saved by
workstation so that, if different users are connected to different printers, each user
can set up their own printer options and other preferences without affecting other
users.

Other settings (eg. program, display, report settings) are stored within a user's User
Prefereces. Please refer to the online Help for more information about User
Preferences.

Workstation Options
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Security Settings

Adagio SalesCQ includes a User Setup function that allows the system to prevent
unauthorized users from entering the system and restricts users from accessing
certain areas of the system.

To do all this, you must first set up user groups, which define what parts of the
program the users are allowed to access. For example, you can allow only senior staff
members to access functions such as the company profile, editing of customer files,
and the data integrity check. Then you can set up the individual users and assign
them to the appropriate group level, depending on the access privileges you want to
grant them.

See Adagio Fundamentals for complete information on setting up user groups and
users.

Setting Currency Information

If you have Adagio MultiCurrency installed, your currency codes can all be edited in
that module. If you do not have MultiCurrency installed, you will have an additional
option on the File menu called Currency Codes. This allows you to set up Currency
Codes for your system. Your Adagio Fundamentals manual explains in detail how to
use this function.

Security Settings
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Chapter 3

Setup

Once you have set up your data files and registered users on your system, you can
begin to set up Adagio SalesCQ to work with your accounting and sales
departments. There are a few things you need to do before you can begin working
with SalesCQ:

• Enter the Company Profile
• Add Callback Codes
• Creating Reason Codes
• Create MailMerge Templates
• Creating Quote Statuses
• Creating Text Codes
• Creating Email Cover Sheets
• Define Quote Entry Templates
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Entering the Company Profile

The first step is to provide information about your company by selecting Company
Profile from the Edit menu. There are four tabs in the Company Profile:

• Company Data
• Options

Company Data tab

The Company Data tab allows you to enter general information about your
company, such as your company name, address and contact numbers.

Most of the fields here are self-explanatory and simply require that you fill in the
blanks. If you need to distinguish between different divisions or branches in your
company, you can use the ID number, Company number and Contact fields.

Entering the Company Profile
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Options tab

The Options tab allows you to change many of the ways Adagio SalesCQ functions.

The fields found on this tab are explained in the table below.

Field Description

Letter template Select the default letter template to display for the
MailMerge function.

NOTE: These are MSWord template documents kept in your
Adagio SalesCQ directory (usually x:\SOFTRAK\ACWIN
where 'x' is the mapped drive on your server)

Entering the Company Profile
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Field Description

Note text This field is related to the Insert a mail merge note field
below. If you turn that option on, whenever you print a
letter to a prospect or customer, a new note will be added
to the Notes list for that prospect or customer. The note
will indicate the user ID for the user who generated the
letter, the date and time of the letter, and the text you
enter in this Note text field.

For example, if you enter Letter written in this field, this
text will be included in the prospect or customer's Note
list whenever the prospect or customer is sent a letter
using the mail merge function.

Salutation Enter the text to replace the Salutation merge field (if
used) in the MailMerge function. For example, you
might write "Dear Sir or Madam:"

Sort active documents by This option controls the sort order for the Orders
functions. If you would prefer that SalesCQ sorts the
documents listed in these windows by document number
(i.e. order number or quote number), then select
Document in this field. If you would prefer to have
documents sorted by customer number, select Customer.

Sort historical
documents by

This option controls the sort order for the History
function of SalesCQ. If you would prefer to view
historical order documents in the View History window
sorted by document number, then select Document in
this field. If you would prefer to have historical
documents sorted by customer number, select Customer.

Reverse order of quote
list

Turning this option on will display the quote list in
descending order. Whether the list is displayed in
descending Quote, Customer, Status or Salesperson
order depends on the sort order selected by right clicking
within the Quote grid.

Copy starting to ending
range

Check this box if, for from/to ranges, you want the
Ending field set to the Starting field if the Starting field is
modified. With the box checked, it’s easy to choose
individual records since the code only needs to be
entered or selected in the Starting field.

Entering the Company Profile
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Field Description

Ignore records that are
missing fax/email

Turn this option on if you want to prevent records that
have no fax number or email address from being added
to the appropriate queue. Turning the option off allows
records that have no fax number or email address added
to the appropriate queue, which allows you to edit the
fax number email address later.

Remember last
customer/prospect tab

Check this box if you want the same tab displayed when
viewing a prospect or customer as the last tab displayed
when viewing a prospect or customer. For example, you
can select the Notes tab and then click Next or Previous
to move through the file, looking just at the Notes.

Warn if template records
exceed

When doing a mail merge, selecting a “Complete list”
could generate a large number of printed pages or faxes.
Enter a number here to have a warning message
displayed if too great a number of pages or faxes are
created. For example, if you enter 250 in this field and
later you create a mail merge that will result in more
than 250 letters, SalesCQ will pop-up a warning window.
At that point you can select to cancel or continue with
the mail merge.

To disable the warning message, regardless of the
number of pages or faxes, enter “0”.

Note: The warning message also displays the actual number of
pages or faxes generated, so you can enter “1” to always get
the warning message showing the number of pages or faxes.

Week starts on This option allows you to specify the day of the week
you would like the Grid Filters functions to begin with
when the Filter uses the Floating Date operation to
update dates by week.

Please refer to the online Help documentation for more
information on Working with Filters.

Entering the Company Profile
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Field Description

Auto-backup after DIC? Turn this option on to ensure Adagio SalesCQ
automatically performs a backup of SalesCQ data
immediately after Data Integrity Check completes.

If integrity is clean, it appends _Clean to the end of the
backup file name.

In the event Data Integrity Check finds errors and
presents the Rebuild button, a backup is performed prior
to rebuilding errors in DIC. The backup will have
_Prebuild appended to the zip file name.

Please refer to the online Adagio SalesCQ help
documentation or your Adagio Fundamentals manual for
more information about Data Integrity Check.

Insert a mail merge note If you turn this option on, whenever you print a letter to
a prospect or customer, a new note will be added to the
Notes list for that prospect or customer. The note will
simply indicate the user ID for the user who generated
the letter, and the date and time of the letter. It will also
include the text you entered in the Note text field above.

Entering the Company Profile
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Quotes Tab

The quotes tab of the Company Profile allows you to set default options for the
Quotes function of SalesCQ. On this tab you can select whether or not to integrate
SalesCQ with Adagio OrderEntry, set default quote number formats, default expiry
dates for quotes, and more.

The fields found on this tab are explained in the table below.

Field Description

Integrate with
OrderEntry

If you have Adagio OrderEntry installed on your system,
you may wish to have SalesCQ integrate with
OrderEntry. Without OrderEntry, SalesCQ will still have
the contacts and scan list functions, but you won't be able
to create quotes, or view orders, invoices, history, or
items.

To integrate SalesCQ with OrderEntry, select this option.

Entering the Company Profile
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Field Description

Increment quote
numbers

If you want SalesCQ to automatically assign new quote
numbers on new quotes in a sequential fashion, turn this
option on.

If you turn this option off, you will have to manually
enter a quote number when creating new quotes.

Quote number format This option is only available if you have selected
Increment quote numbers above.

If you leave this field blank, SalesCQ will assume you
want to use a simple numbering system for your quotes.
For example, your quote numbers might be 1 then 2 then
3 etc.

If you would like to include a prefix to your quote
numbering system, add the prefix here. For example, if
you wanted your quote numbers to be ABC1 then ABC2
then ABC3, enter ABC in the Quote number format
field.

Next quote number This option is only available if you have selected
Increment quote numbers above.

This option allows you to change the number of the next
new quote you create. For example, if you entered 8 in
this field, the next new quote created would be 8.

If you have entered something in the Quote number
format field, that text would be included before the next
quote number. For example, if you have ABC in the
Quote number format field and 8 in the Next quote
number field, the next new quote you create will be
numbered ABC8.
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Field Description

Revision style SalesCQ allows you to create revisions of quotes so that
you can keep copies of both original quotes and revised
quotes in the program. When revised quotes are created,
a suffix is added to the quote number so that the original
quote and the revised quote(s) can be differentiated.

This field is used to indicate what style of suffix you
would like to use for revised quotes. You can have letters
or numbers added to the end of quote numbers to
indicate revisions.

For example, if you selected A in this field, when you
create a revision of a quote numbered ABC8, the revised
quote will be numbered ABC8-A. If you create another
revision the next revised quote will be numbered
ABC8-B.

Default quote status With this field you can select a quote status that will be
the default status on all new quotes you create.

If you use one quote status more frequently than others it
can save you time by selecting that quote status here. Of
course, you can still edit the quote status for each new
quote you create.

The quote statuses displayed in this field come from the
Edit Quote Statuses function of SalesCQ.
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Field Description

Default confidence
percent

The number you enter in this field becomes the default
value for the Confidence field on new quotes. The
confidence percentage is the likelihood you think you
will close the sale.

For the default value, which you enter here on the
Company Profile, you might make it 50% if you assume
you have a 50/50 chance of closing the sale. Or if you
have determined an average close percentage from past
quotes, perhaps using the Win/Loss Analysis report, you
could make that percentage your default.

This field is just used to indicate a default value. Once
you create a quote you can change the confidence
percent for each quote.

NOTE: The confidence percent, along with the Expected
Close date entered on quotes, are useful in reports such as the
Quotes report. For example, you can print a list of quotes that
have a confidence percent above (or below) a certain
percentage. This can help you to forecast potential sales.

Quote expiry date …
days from quote date

Enter the default number of days you want quotes to be
active for. The number you enter here will affect the
Expiry date field on new quotes. For example, if you
enter 30 in this field and you created a new quote today,
the Expiry date field on the new quote would
automatically show a date 30 days from today's date.

The number you enter here is just a default value. You
can still edit the expiry date for each new quote you
create.
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Field Description

Expected close date …
days from quote date

Enter the default number of days you think quotes will
close within. This could be an average based on past
experience. This figure can be used in reporting to
predict estimated cash flow and purchasing
requirements.

The number you enter here will affect the Close date
field on new quotes. For example, if you enter 30 in this
field and you created a new quote today, the Close date
field on the new quote would automatically show a date
30 days from today's date.

The number you enter here is just a default value. You
can still edit the close date for each new quote you create.

Copy quote number to When transferring quotes to OrderEntry, you can have
Adagio SalesCQ transfer the original quote number to a
field on the order in OrderEntry. Select which field to
display the original quote number here. If you don't
want to transfer the original quote number to the new
order, select None.

Default…
... print quote
... fax quote
... email quote

Select a specification to use as the default for printing,
faxing, and emailing quotes. This will only be the
default. You will be able to change this for each quote as
you go.

Cost to use This setting affects all users belonging to an Adagio
security group for which Display cost information on
quotes has been enabled for the group. Refer to the
online Help documentation for more information about
Adagio security groups.

You may select from the item's Most recent cost,
Standard cost, Cost 1 or Cost 2 (which may have been set
to use a different label than Cost1 or Cost2), Average cost
or Cost used in the costing method the item uses.

NOTE: If Adagio OrderEntry is standalone (i.e. does not use
Adagio Inventory), its items are non-stock items and do not
use a costing method.
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Field Description

Customer credit check If you want SalesCQ to automatically check the credit
status of customers when you create new quotes, turn
this option on. If the customer has already exceeded their
credit limit, SalesCQ will warn you when you try to
create a new quote for the customer. You can then decide
whether or not to continue creating the quote for the
customer. If you still want to create the quote for the
customer, just click the Proceed button. If not, click the
Cancel button.

Check for customer on
hold

If you turn this option on, SalesCQ will warn you when
you create a new quote for a customer that is on hold.
You can then decide whether or not you want to
continue creating the quote for the customer. If you still
want to create the quote for the customer, just click the
Proceed button. If not, click the Cancel button.

Check for prospect on
hold

If you turn this option on, SalesCQ will warn you when
you create a new quote for a prospect that is on hold.
You can then decide whether or not you want to
continue creating the quote for the prospect. If you still
want to create the quote for the prospect, just click the
Proceed button. If not, click the Cancel button.

Mark faxed quotes as
printed

If you want Adagio SalesCQ to consider a faxed quote as
a Printed quote, turn this option on.

Mark emailed quotes as
printed

If you want SalesCQ to consider an emailed quote as a
Printed quote, turn this option on.

Mark printed to screen
as printed

If you turn this option on then print a report to screen
(select Screen as your destination option then click
Print), then SalesCQ will mark that quote as a Printed
quote.

Suppress zero quantity
on quotes

Items with a zero value for Quantity ordered can be
suppressed on invoice printing by turning this option on.
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Field Description

Use base price list if not
found

Turn this option on if you want SalesCQ to use the item's
base price if the item has not been assigned to the price
list selected in the Quote Header.

If not turned on, you will be unable to add the item to
the quote until it has been added to the price list or until
the Price list code has been removed from Edit Detail.
An error message will be displayed and then the item
number field will be cleared.

Misc. charges from main
list

If you have a price list but you have not defined Misc
Charges for the price list, this option will allow you to
see the main list of Misc Charges. If this option is not
turned on, you will instead see “*** not in use ***” when
you insert a Misc Charge.
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Optional Fields

The Optional Fields tab of the Company Profile allows you to create new optional
fields on quotes that you can use for any internal purpose you might have.

There are different types of optional fields you can create:

• String field: A string field is a basic text field with a maximum length of 35
characters.

• Date field: A date field that allows you to enter a date or select a date from a
pop-up calendar.

• Amount field: A field that can be used for entering dollar amounts (or other
currency).

• Unit field: A field that can be used to enter a number of units (quantity,
weight, etc) with up to four decimal points.
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To create a new optional field for your quotes, just enter a description of the field in
one of the appropriate blank lines. Any new fields you create here will appear on the
Optional Fields tab of the Edit Quotes window.

If optional fields with the same names are used in the Adagio
Receivables (8.0 or higher) customer file, the optional field values
from the customer file will be used in the document.
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Adding Callback Codes

Callback codes are used when working with scan lists—the heart of Adagio SalesCQ.
They are used to identify the various reasons for customer or prospect callbacks. For
example, WRNTY could be the callback code for a warranty expiry date.

Once callback codes have been defined and used, the real power of Adagio SalesCQ
comes into play. This power comes in the form of scan lists—lists of customers or
prospects that are created using selections and filters. For example, you can use the
Scan function to create a list of prospects or customers that all have a WRNTY
callback code.

This section will show you how to set up your callback codes. See Chapter 5 for more
information on how to use the scan lists to use them to their fullest advantage.

Creating Callback Codes

To add callback codes, select Callback Codes from the Edit menu. The Callback
Codes window is the first window you’ll see. It contains a list of all of the codes
currently in your database.

From here, you can add new codes or edit, copy, or delete existing codes.
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To add a new callback code to your database, click the New button. The Edit
Callback Code window will open.

The following table describes the fields on this window.

Field Description

Code Enter a code of up to six alphanumeric characters
to identify this callback code. For example,
FLUP1Y could be used to indicate a follow-up
call that should occur in one year’s time.

Description Provide a description of this callback code. For
example, if you used the FLUP1Y code shown
above, you could enter “1 year follow-up” here.

Click OK to add the code. It should now appear in the Callback Codes list.
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Creating Reason Codes

Reason codes are used to indicate why a customer rejected a quote. When a customer
rejects a quote you can then edit the quote and select one of these reason codes. This
is useful to keep track of the reasons why customers tend to reject your quotes. It can
also be useful for reporting purposes. For example, you could print a report of all
quotes that had a reason code like COMPET, indicating that the customer rejected the
quote because the competitor offered a better price.

Editing Reason Codes

To edit the reason codes on your system, select Reason Codes from the Edit menu.
The Reason Codes list window will open. This window lists all the reason codes you
have currently set up on your system.
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To create a new Reason Code, click the New button. To edit a reason code select it in
the list and click the Edit button. The Edit Reason Code window will open.

Field Description

Code Enter a code of up to six alphanumeric characters
to identify this reason code.

Description Provide a description of this reason code.

Click OK when you're done. The reason code will now appear in the list.

Examples of Useful Reason Codes

Here are just a few examples of some reason codes you may consider setting up on
your system:

Example Code Example Description

COMPET Better price from competitor

DELIVE Untimely delivery

EXPENS Too expensive

Creating Reason Codes
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Creating MailMerge Templates

Using Microsoft Word, you can create template files (file extension .dot) which
Adagio will then use for mail merges from your customer and/or prospect data.

Instructions on conducting mail merges can be found in Chapter 5; but here, we will
explain how to create a mailmerge template.

Sample

Adagio SalesCQ includes a sample mail merge file which you can open in Microsoft
Word to see how a template file might look.

The sample file can be found in your C:\SOFTRAK\ACWIN directory, where C: is
the drive to which you installed Adagio SalesCQ. The file name is
AdagioContacts.dot.

You cannot simply cut and paste fields from this document to
another file; Word will not recognize them as merge fields when
they have been pasted in to a document.

Data Source

Microsoft Word requires a data source in order to provide a list of possible fields for
you to drop into a new document template. This data source can be found in your
C:\SOFTRAK\ACWIN directory, where C: is the drive to which you installed
Adagio SalesCQ. The file name is acdata.txt.

Creating the Template

Microsoft Word 2003 & 2007

Follow these steps to create a mail merge template:

1) Open Microsoft Word and start a new document.

2) For Word 2003: From the Tools menu, select Letters and Mailings. A fly-out
menu will appear; choose Mail Merge.

For Word 2007: From the Mailings tab, click Start Mail Merge and select Step
by Step Mail Merge Wizard.
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In the right-hand portion of the window, Word will open a Mail Merge window
with the merge steps at the bottom of the window.
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3) In the top portion of this window, select the type of document you want to
create. Then, move to the bottom and click Next: Starting document to proceed
to the next step. The following appears:
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4) Choose Use an existing list from the top of the window. This will allow you to
choose the Adagio SalesCQ data source. Then, click Next: Write your letter from
the steps list below.

5) At this point, you will need to select your data source from the window that
appears:
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Browse to x:\SOFTRAK\ACWIN (where x:\SOFTRAK is the drive and
directory to which you installed Adagio SalesCQ) and open the acdata.txt file by
double-clicking on it.

Word will call up a window for Mail Merge Recipients, which will display all of
the possible merge field names that you can use for Adagio SalesCQ merges. No
other data will appear; Adagio SalesCQ will populate the data later, from within
SalesCQ, when you use its MailMerge function. Now just click OK.

6) If Word does not display the Mail Merge toolbar for you, go to the Tools menu
and select Letters and Mailings. A fly-out menu will appear; choose Show Mail
Merge Toolbar.

The toolbar will include a button for inserting merge fields, which you will need
to use shortly:

7) To begin work on the document, click Next: Write your letter in the Mail Merge
steps list that Word provides.

Go to the main window in Word to begin typing your letter. For readability, you
may also want to select View | Print Layout to have the preview show the letter
as it will print, including margins, page breaks, and so forth.
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8) Everywhere you wish to insert a merge field, click the merge field button. The
following list will appear:

Otherwise, just type and format the document as you would normally in Word.

9) When you’re finished creating the letter, save the Word document as a template
(for Word 2003 filename.dot; for Word 2007 filename.dotx) in the
\softrak\acwin directory.

The file must be stored in the Adagio SalesCQ program directory;
otherwise you will not be able to select it when you do a merge in
Adagio SalesCQ.

You can ignore the remaining steps in Word’s Mail Merge tool, as Adagio
SalesCQ will carry out the final merge later.
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Creating Quote Statuses

Quote statuses can be used to categorize your quotes in just about any way your
business needs. For example, some common quote statuses might be Approved,
Pending, or Pending Manager. You can have up to 10 different quote statuses and you
can enter any text (up to 20 characters) you would like to designate each quote status.

To view and edit your quote statuses, select Quote Statuses from the Edit menu. To
create a new quote status, just type in an available field.

If you want to edit a quote status, just edit the text in the field you wish to edit.
However, note that when you edit a quote status, all quotes that have that status
assigned to them already will then appear to have the new text you entered in the
field.

For example, if you have the text "Pending" in quote status field 1, and you changed
that quote status text to "Pending Manager," then every quote that formally had the
status of "Pending" will now have a status of "Pending Manager." Therefore, it 's
advisable that you allow only senior staff access to the Edit Quote Statuses function
using the User Groups security function (see your Adagio Fundamentals manual on
how to do that).
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Creating Text Codes

To create and edit your text codes, select Text from the Edit menu. The Text
Maintenance window will open. This window displays a list of the text codes you
have already set up and a corresponding summary of each text code in the
right-hand column.

To create a new text block, click New on the Text Maintenance window. To edit a
current text block, click the Edit button. The Edit Text Entries window will appear.

Enter the text code you want to identify this text block in the Text code field. Then
enter the text in the Description field below. The program allows you to create text
blocks up to ten lines long with a maximum of 75 characters per line.
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If you are editing a text code, you can only change the
corresponding text block, you cannot change the code itself. If you
really need to change the code, add a new one and consider deleting
the original.

You can also indicate whether each text code should be an Instruction or a
Comment. The words "Instruction" or "Comment" will then appear on the quote
where normally an item number would appear. The corresponding text block will
appear next to that, in the description field. These are used just to clarify to the
customer that the text is not an item on the quote, it's merely a comment or
instruction.
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Email Cover Sheets

When you email quotes to customers, the documents will be attached to the emails in
PDF format. However, you will also want to include some text in the emails so the
customers know what is attached, and you might want to include any other
information about their quotes as you see fit.

Cover sheets allow you to do this, and are created by the Email Cover Sheets
function. Complete information on this and using the other email features may be
found in your Adagio Fundamentals manual or in the Adagio SalesCQ online Help.

Email Cover Sheets
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Define Quote Entry Templates

Quote Entry templates can help speed data entry. They allow you to define:

• whether default data is automatically entered into a specific field
• whether a specific field is automatically skipped during data entry

When you create entry templates as described in this section, you are creating the
program’s default templates. You can also define templates for each user group.
Refer to the “Defining User Groups” section in your Fundamentals manual for more
information.

When a user is assigned to a group, the group’s templates will
override the default templates. Users must be assigned to a group to
implement security features.

If a new group is created, the template settings for that group will
be set to the default templates set up here, until/unless they are
changed for that group.

Quote Template Tab

To open the Define Quote Entry Template window, select Maintenance | Define
Quote Entry Template.

The first tab is the Quote Template tab where you will define the quote entry
template options. These options can help you to speed up data entry when working
with the Quote Information fields on the Header tab of the Edit Quote window.
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1) Select Define Quote Entry Template from the Maintenance menu. The Define
Quote Entry Template window appears.

2) For each field, if you want to stop at that field during creation of a new quote,
turn the Enter on New checkbox on. When you’re actually entering quotes and
using the Tab key to run through the fields, the cursor will stop at each field for
which you’ve selected the Enter on New option.

3) If you want the field skipped in data entry, click a checkmark in the Skip field
box. This means that the field will still appear, but when you use the Tab key to
move from field to field, this field will be skipped.

When a field is skipped, it cannot be edited. The users in this group
will be prevented from modifying it at all. Therefore, if a field is
skipped and it is a required field (such as Salesperson), it is
important that a Default Data Value is also set in the template.

4) If you want the user to enter all fields on a new quote, check all of the Enter on
New boxes, and leave the Skip Field checkboxes empty.
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Customer Tab

This tab is where you will define the customer and prospect entry template options.
These options affect how you enter customer and prospect data when creating a new
quote (i.e. the Customer Information fields on the Header tab of the Edit Quote
window).

1) Select Define Quote Entry Template from the Maintenance menu. The Define
Quote Entry Template window appears.

2) Click on the Customer tab to bring it to the front.

3) For each field, if you want to stop at that customer information field when you're
creating a new customer, during creation of a new order/invoice, turn the Enter
on New checkbox on. When you’re actually entering quotes and using the Tab
key to run through the fields, the cursor will stop at each field for which you’ve
selected the Enter on New option.

4) If you want the field skipped in data entry, click a checkmark in the Skip field
box. This means that the field will still appear, but when you use the Tab key to
move from field to field, this field will be skipped.
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When a field is skipped, it cannot be edited. The users in this group
will be prevented from modifying it at all. Therefore, if a field is
skipped and it is a required field (such as Salesperson), it is
important that a Default Data Value is also set in the template.

5) If you want the user to enter all fields during the entry of customer information
on a new quote, check all of the Enter on New boxes, and leave the Skip Field
checkboxes empty.

Options Tab

The third and final tab of the Define Quote Entry Template window gives you
additional options that help you to speed data entry when creating new quotes.
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The following table describes the options on this tab.

Field Description

Create customers
during quote
entry

If you want to allow users to create new customers or
prospects "on the fly" while entering a quote, turn this
option on.

If you enter a customer code that does not exist in the
data, then SalesCQ will ask you if you want to create a
new customer. Click Yes to create a new customer "on
the fly." The New Customer window will open so that
you can enter the details of the new customer.

Create shiptos
during quote
entry

If you want users belonging to this Security Group to be
able to create new customer ShipTo addresses by
entering the new code and information during quote
entry on the BillTo/ShipTo tab, enable this option.

Create items
during quote
entry

If you want to be able to create new items "on the fly"
while entering a quote, turn this option on.

If you enter an item code that does not exist in the data,
then SalesCQ will ask you if you want to create a new
item. Click Yes to create a new item "on the fly." The
New Item window will open so that you can enter the
details of the new item.

View customer
information on
quotes

Turn this option off if you want to disable and hide the
Customer or Prospect button on the Quotes screen. If
you don't want users to be able to edit customers
directly from the Edit Quote window, you would want
to turn this option off.
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Field Description

Allow the
deletion of quotes

If you want to prevent users from being able to delete
quotes from the database using the Delete button on the
Edit Quotes list window, turn this option off.

If this option is turned off, the Delete button on the Edit
Quotes list window will be greyed out and unusable.
However, you will still be able to delete open quotes if
you use the Copy function and copy the quote to history
while opting to delete the original open quote. See
Chapter 5 for more information on how to do that.

This function may be useful to ensure that quote history
is kept.

Permit transfer of
prospects

If you turn this option off, the Transfer button on the
Prospects window will be disabled so users won't be
able to transfer prospects to customers.

This is also useful if you want to prevent users from
being able to transfer a prospect's quote to a new order
in OE. If you want to prevent that from happening, turn
this option off.

NOTE: If you had this option turned on and a user
transferred a quote for a prospect to a new order, both a new
order and a new customer would be created.

Warn if price is
below cost

If you want Adagio SalesCQ to warn you whenever you
create a quote with an item price that is below cost (or if
a discount renders an item's price below cost), turn this
option on. This option is useful if you want to ensure
that you do not accidentally create quotes that are below
cost.

However, if you wish to prevent users from knowing
the cost of items, you may prefer to turn this warning
off.
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Field Description

Display cost
information on
quotes

If you want to hide cost information on quotes, turn this
option off. This will be useful if you want to hide cost
information from most users. You could still create a
User Group for higher level managers that would enable
them to see cost information on quotes. The next section
will explain how to set these options for each User
Group. (Refer to the online Help documentation for
more information on Security Groups for users.)

View item
information

Use this checkbox to specify the level of item detail to
display:

� With cost, where items are displayed with price and
cost information;

� Without cost, where items are displayed with only
price and other item information, but no cost details;
or

� No access, where no item information will be
displayed.
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Group Quote Entry Templates

Like all the Adagio modules, Adagio SalesCQ includes a User Setup function that
allows the system to prevent unauthorized users from entering the system and
restricts users from accessing certain areas of the system. It also allows you to create
Quote and Customer Templates specific to each user group, which can speed data
entry and hide costs and other sensitive information from users assigned to a group.

To do all this, you must first set up user groups, which define what parts of the
program the users are allowed to access. For example, you may want to create a
group for users who can create quotes, but are not allowed to run period end
processing. Conversely, if you wanted to you could allow only senior staff members
to access functions such as the company profile, year end processing and data
integrity check.

Creating Group Entry Templates

More information about creating user groups can be found in your Adagio
Fundamentals manual. The thing to note for SalesCQ is that there are two additional
tabs on the Edit Group window which is where you can create quote and customer
entry templates for the selected group.

These tabs are the same as the tabs on the Define Quote Entry Template window,
discussed in the above section (Maintenance | Define Quote Entry Template).

But the templates on the Edit Group window allow you to override the defaults set
on the Define Quote Entry Template window with a new template that is assigned
to every user in the selected group.

1) To open the Edit Groups window, select File | Group Setup from the main
menu. If you want to create a new group, click the New button. If you want to
edit an existing group, double-click the group in the list.

2) Now bring the Quote Template tab to the front by clicking on it. There you will
see the options for creating a quote entry template for this user group.
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3) For each field, if you want to stop at that field during creation of a new quote,
turn the Enter on New checkbox on. When you’re actually entering quotes and
using the Tab key to run through the fields, the cursor will stop at each field for
which you’ve selected the Enter on New option.

4) If you want the field skipped in data entry, click a checkmark in the Skip field
box. This means that the field will still appear, but when you use the Tab key to
move from field to field, this field will be skipped.

When a field is skipped, it cannot be edited. The users in this group will be
prevented from modifying it at all. Therefore, if a field is skipped and it is a
required field (such as Salesperson), it is important that a Default Data Value is
also set in the template.

5) If you want the user to enter all fields during the entry of customer information
on a new quote, check all of the Enter on New boxes, and leave the Skip Field
checkboxes empty.
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The Customer Tab

You can do the same with the Customer tab to create a customer entry template.

The Options Tab

The Options tab of the Edit Group window is the same as the Options tab of the
Define Quote Entry Templates window (see above). It gives you additional options
that help you to speed data entry when creating new quotes. Remember that the
options you select here will override the options on the Define Quote Entry
Template and apply for all users assigned to this group.
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Chapter 4

Prospects & Customers

Your customer and prospect records are at the heart of Adagio SalesCQ. This chapter
will show you how to add and edit customers and prospects.

If you are using Adagio Receivables 9.0A or higher, please refer to the Adagio
Receivables online Help documentation or manual for editing Customers.
Regardless of the version of Receivables in use, please refer to the online Help
documentation for that module for up to date information about customer tabs and
fields.

Prospects are potential customers, and as sales leads, they are added directly in
Adagio SalesCQ; while customer records are linked with Adagio Receivables.
Prospects can eventually be transferred to customers when a sale is made.

The online Adagio Receivables help documentation for customers will be useful
when completing many of the Prospect tabs also.
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Working with Prospects

The Prospects function allows you to enter information about prospective customers
and to maintain notes and callback reminders for these prospects. These may then be
used by your marketing team to help you convert prospects into customers.

Records in this grid may be selected for display and sorted based on criteria you
define in the Edit Filters function. Please refer to the online Help documentation for
more information about Working with Filters.

Once a prospect has decided to purchase products or services from you, all you need
to do is transfer them to customers via the convenient Transfer button. All of the
information within their Prospect record will be Transferred to their new Customer
record and they will be removed from the Prospect grid. When this is done, a Note is
automatically added to the new customer record which references both the new
customer and old prospect codes.

This function is very similar to the Customers function. As such, your online Adagio
Receivables help documentation for customers will be a useful tool when completing
prospect fields. However, until Prospects become customers, you will maintain less
data about them.

On the Prospect List you will also see a Mail Merge button. This works in the same
manner as the Mail Merge button on the Scan List (See Chapter 5), except that if you
select Complete List you will get results for your entire prospect list.
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The following sections show you how to add or edit a prospect record if you are
using Adagio Receivables 8.1A or earlier.

If you are using Adagio Receivables 9.0A, please refer to the Receivables online Help
documentation as most of the screens within a SalesCQ prospect look the same as for
a customer. Please refer to page 4-66 of this manual for information regarding the
Quotes tab.

Prior to adding several new prospects, you may wish to print the following reports
from your Adagio Receivables Reports menu so you have the information at hand.

• Company Profile
• Control Accounts
• Billing Cycles
• Terms
• Distributions

You can use the Finder in many fields to view the information from the
above-mentioned sources.
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Entering Prospects

To add a prospect, open the Edit | Prospects function and click New.

Prospect Tab

The Prospect function includes several tabs which allow you to enter and maintain
information about each prospect. The first tab is the Prospect tab.

When Adagio Receivables 9 is in use, some of these fields will be located on an
Accounting or Invoiceing or Contacts/Shipto tab instead.

The first several fields of this screen are self-explanatory. They request information
about your customers such as name, address and phone number.
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Additional fields on this screen are:

Field Description

Ship via Enter the method by which goods will generally be
shipped to this customer. This information appears
when you are working with transactions for this
customer in Adagio OrderEntry or Adagio Invoices.

You will be able to change this when you convert the
prospect to a customer, if necessary.

Identity number This field is designed to record a code or a customer’s
tax-registration number. The code or tax number can be
printed on customer statements. This information prints
on the tax tracking detail report.

If you don’t have this information during the prospect
phase of your relationship with this company, you can
leave it blank.

Territory The two-character territory code can be used to identify
geographical or sales territories and can be used to sort
analysis reports.

Short name This field can be used for sorting reports. The first five
characters of the customer name that you enter in the
customer field are entered by default, although the short
name can be revised.

Account type Choose between Open item or Balance forward. See
your Adagio Receivables manual for more information
on which account type would be appropriate for your
customers.

Customer type If you use a price list from Adagio OrderEntry or
Adagio Inventory, you will be able to assign a price
code which ranges from A to E. These price codes may
be used if the Base price is not applicable to a particular
customer.

You will be able to change this when you convert the
prospect to a customer, if necessary.
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Field Description

Credit limit The default credit limit created by the company data
setup option can be edited for each customer. The
default information is pulled from the control account
set assigned to this customer.

You will be able to change this when you convert the
prospect to a customer, if necessary.

Salesperson If you use Adagio OrderEntry, enter the appropriate
salesperson code for this customer here. If you haven’t
determined who would be the appropriate salesperson
for this prospect yet, you can leave this blank for the
time being.

Terms Select a term for this prospect. You will be able to
change this when you convert the prospect to a
customer, if necessary.

Billing cycle Select a billing cycle for this prospect. You will be able to
change this when you convert the prospect to a
customer, if necessary.

Account set Select an account set code for this prospect. You will be
able to change this when you convert the prospect to a
customer, if necessary.

Price list If you use Adagio OrderEntry or Adagio Inventory,
select a price list (from a previously defined price list in
OrderEntry or Inventory).

You will be able to change this when you convert the
prospect to a customer, if necessary.

Tax group This field is required if you have already defined tax
jurisdictions in Adagio OrderEntry. This field is not
required; it is only a default for Adagio Invoices, Adagio
Time&Billing, Adagio Receivables, and Adagio
OrderEntry.

Tax type This field is required if you have defined tax status
codes in Adagio Invoices, Adagio Time&Billing, Adagio
Receivables, and Adagio OrderEntry. It can be edited
during transaction entry in any of these modules.
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Field Description

Tax exempt 1 /
Tax exempt 2

Enter any appropriate tax exemption codes provided by
your prospect. If they haven’t provided any because
they haven’t yet made a purchase, you can always add
the exemption numbers later.

Report group If you would like to group prospects and customers for
any reason for reporting purposes (for example, by
geography), select a Report group code that will be
assigned to all of the prospects and customers in each
group.

Report group codes are set up in the Edit | Report
Groups function in Adagio Receivables.

On hold If you want to place this prospect on hold, turn this
option on.

If you have the Prospects on hold option in the
Company Profile turned on, whenever you try to create
a new quote for a prospect that is on hold, you will get a
warning indicating so. You can then either cancel the
quote or continue creating the quote by clicking the
Proceed button on the warning window.

When Adagio Receivables 9 is in use, both a Manual and Automatic style field will
appear. Use the Manual field to assign a particular style to this prospect record.
After, it will display in the Edit Prospects and View Prospects grids with this style at
all times, regardless of an filter criteria the record satisfies. The Automatic style field
shows the style currently applied to the prospect record by a particular filter. Please
refer to the Adagio SalesCQ online Help documentation for more information about
working with styles and filters.
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Contact Tab

When Adagio Receivables 9 is in use, the information on this tab is
stored on the top portion of the Conctacts/Shipto tab.

The second of the prospect window tabs is the Contact tab, in which you can enter
contact and optional field information for your prospects.

Field Description

Office email /
Alternate email /
Home email

Enter any of the email addresses you have for this
prospect in these fields.

Website If the prospect has a web site address, enter it here.

Home phone /
Home fax

Enter your prospect’s home phone and/or fax
information, if you have it.
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Field Description

Salutation Enter the salutation you wish to use for MailMerged
letters to this prospect. If you don’t have a specific
contact name, for example, you could enter “Dear
Sir/Madam,” but if you have a specific name you may
want to enter an informal “Dear Joan” or a more formal
address like “Dear Ms. Smith.”

Letter name Enter the full name of the person who will receive
MailMerged letters, such as "Joan Smith."

In addition to the contact information, some additional Optional fields may appear
here. This allows you the flexibility of saving additional information about your
prospects in ways that are specific to your company or industry. To activate the
optional fields, you must enter field names for each optional field of interest in
the Adagio Receivables Company Profile. See the Adagio Receivables manual for
more information.

Once the optional fields have been activated, you can enter data in these fields
whenever you wish for each individual prospect.

When you are finished recording the contact and any other information, move to the
next tab in the prospect file.
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Transactions tab

Next on the prospect editing tabs is the Transactions tab. This tab displays the list of
quotes for this prospect.

The quotes that are displayed will be either open quotes, templates, or historical
quotes, depending on your selection in the fields at the top of the tab. By default, this
list displays:

• the quote number,
• the revision number,
• the quote date,
• the approval percentage,
• the total amount for the quote
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Notes Tab

This tab allows you to add and maintain notes on each prospect, and to schedule
callbacks and view prior callback records.

Entering Notes

The following fields are available for note editing:

Field Description

Additional comments You can use this field to enter simple additional
comments. These comments can be edited by any user
and at any time. If you want to maintain more detailed
notes, enter a Note using the fields below.

Sort notes by You can sort the Notes list by User or by Date / time.
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Field Description

Notes list This box lists all the notes for this prospect.

If you turn on the Insert a mail merge note option in
the Company Profile, the Notes list will always include
any letters generated for this prospect. It will simply
indicate the user ID for the user who generated the
letter, and the date and time of the letter; and finally, it
will include the Note text you entered in the Company
Profile as well.

Adding a New Note

To add a new Note to the Prospect, double-click a blank line in the list. The Edit

Note window will open. This window will display your User ID, the date, and the
time.

You can change these if desired. Enter your note in the Note field and click OK. The
Note will be added to the Prospect file.

Viewing Notes

To view a note, double click on the note in the Notes list on the Notes tab.

Quotes Tab

The top half of the Quotes tab of the Edit Prospect window displays summary data
about the quotes for the selected prospect.

The Quotes tab is unique to Adagio SalesCQ.

If you're creating a new prospect, naturally these fields will display zeros. But if
you're editing a current prospect, you can view:

• PTD quotes,
• YTD quotes,
• LY quotes,
• the Largest ever quote for this prospect,
• the Last quote for this prospect
• and last year's largest quote (LY largest quote)
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Below that, under the heading Quote Options, you can enter some important
information that will be used for sending quotes to the prospect by e-mail, fax, and
for printing hard copies. The following table describes these fields:

Field Description

Email Enter the e-mail address for this prospect. This should
be the e-mail address you want to use when e-mailing
quotes to the prospect.

Contact Enter the contact name that is associated with the e-mail
address you entered above. This is the name that would
be used if you inserted the Contact field in the Email
Cover Letters function.

Send method Indicate what methods you wish to be able to use to
provide this prospect with their quotes. You can select
one or all three of the options presented: click Print to be
able to print quotes and send them by mail, click Fax to
be able to fax quotes, and click Email to enable the
e-mail quote feature for this prospect.

Print spec
Fax spec
Email spec

For each of the methods you selected above, you will
need to indicate the specification file that should be
used for that method for this prospect. You can use the
same spec file for all three methods if you wish;
however, you may prefer to design specifications
differently according to the different methods you use.

Select a specification for each method from the
drop-down box in that field. The drop-down box will
include all of the specifications on file in this data set,
according to their title.

Email cover Select the e-mail cover sheet to use when e-mailing
quotes to this prospect. This cover sheet will appear
above the quote in the e-mail.

E-mail cover sheets are created using the Edit | Email
Cover Sheets function.
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Entering Callback Reminders

One of the keys to good marketing is to keep in regular contact with your prospects.
With Adagio SalesCQ, we make this easy.

Using the Notes tab, you can schedule future callbacks to prospects by entering
callback reminders in their prospect file. Then, when you do a scan of callbacks that
need to be made for a particular callback reason, such as a warranty expiring, or by a
particular date, this prospect will be included on the scan list.

To add a callback reminder, double-click in the blank line at the bottom of the
callback area of this tab. The following window appears:

Enter the following information:

Field Description

User By default, Adagio SalesCQ enters the user initials of
the person who is currently logged in when the callback
reminder is being added.

Usually, you will use this field to indicate who added
the callback reminder. That way, if there is a question
about the callback, your marketing staff will know who
to ask about the callback.

You may also use this field to indicate who will actually
need to make the callback at the scheduled time.

Date Enter the date that the callback should occur.
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Field Description

Callback code Using the Finder button to the right, enter the reason for
the callback. You can also leave this field blank, if
desired, though it is normally recommended that you
use callback codes as much as possible, to more
effectively use the Scan function.

If you don’t have any callback codes on file, see Chapter
3 for more information on setting them up.

Reason Once you have entered a Callback code, Adagio
SalesCQ will fill in the callback reason that is on file for
that code.

If you want to add to the default reason, you can do so.

If you didn’t enter a callback code, it is highly
recommended that you enter a specific description of
the reason for the callback here.

Transferring Prospects

Once a prospect has decided to purchase products or services from you, all you need
to do is transfer them to customers via the convenient Transfer button. This process
is the same regardless of the version of Adagio Receivables you are using.

You can also transfer a prospect to a customer when transferring a
quote to an order. See Chapter X for more information.

You cannot create invoices or orders for a prospect until they have been transferred
to the customer list.

You can do this in one of three ways:

• From the Main Prospect List.

• Select Prospects from the Edit menu. The main Prospect list appears.
• Click on the prospect file you want to transfer to customer status, and

then click the Transfer button.

• From the Prospect file itself.

• Select Prospects from the Edit menu, and then double-click on the
prospect you want to transfer.

• Once in their file, click the Transfer button.
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• From the Scan list.

• Select Scan from the Edit menu.
• Any prospect included in this list can be selected for transfer, simply by

clicking on that prospect record once in the list. (Prospects are marked by
a “P” in the left column, unless you have changed the visible columns via
the Column Editor.) Then click the Transfer button.

By whichever method you choose, you will then be prompted for a new customer
code.

If you use the same numbering system for prospects as for customers, you can accept
the default entry, which is the prospect code you were previously using. If you need
to change this, enter a new customer code.

If you enter a customer code that is already in use, the system will advise you of that
fact. Otherwise, it will accept the code.

The company will be added to the customer list, and will be removed from the
prospect list.
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Printing Prospect Snapshots

With SalesCQ you can easily print a "snapshot" of a prospect that gives you an
overview of the prospect's data, depending on the choices you make on the Print
Prospect Snapshot window.

To print a prospect snapshot, just edit any prospect by clicking the Edit button from
the prospect list window. The Edit Prospect window will open. On this window you
will see a Print button. Click this button to open the Print Prospect Snapshot
window.

When Adagio Receivables is 9.0A or higher, there are more Print
Options available in the Print Prospect Snapshot window.

Under Print Options, select which options you want to include in the printout of the
customer snapshot. If you want to include all options, select All. If not, deselect All
and select the options you want to include.

Now click the Print button and your prospect snapshot will print.
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Working with Customers

When you have an existing Receivables database (which is required for Adagio
SalesCQ), you will see a similar customer list and functionality in Adagio SalesCQ as
you find in Receivables. Any additions or changes you make to your customers in
SalesCQ will be reflected in Receivables, and vice versa.

On the Customer List you will also see a Mail Merge button. This works in the same
manner as the Mail Merge button on the Scan List (See Chapter 5), except that if you
select Complete List you will get results for your entire customer list.

As well, if you are using Adagio Receivables 9.0A or higher, an ExcelDirect button is
available on the Customer List to enable you to quickly export the information
displayed in the grid to Excel assuming you have it installed.

The following sections will show you how to add or edit a customer record in
Adagio Receivables 8.1A or earlier. This function is very similar to the Edit |
Customers function in Adagio Receivables. However, in SalesCQ, the Edit Customer
window has some differences:

• A Contact tab is available to add contact information for the customers
• A Quotes tab provides statistics information about quotes for the customer
• The Notes tab includes a function to add Callback reminders
• The Transactions tab can also list quotes entered for the customer.

If you are using Adagio Receivables 9.0A, please refer to the Receivables online Help
documentation or manual for detailed information about adding customers. Refer to
page 4-93 in this manual for information about the Sales CQ customer Quotes tab.

Adding New Customers

Prior to adding new customers, you may wish to print the following reports from
your Adagio Receivables Reports menu.

• Company Profile
• Control Accounts
• Billing Cycles
• Terms
• Distributions

You can use the Finder in many fields to view the information from the
above-mentioned sources.

To add a customer, open the Edit | Customers function and click New.
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Customer Tab

The Customer function includes several tabs which allow you to enter and maintain
information about each customer. The first tab is the Customer tab.

The first several fields of this screen are self-explanatory. They request information
about your customers such as name, address and phone number. Additional fields
on this screen are:

Field Description

Ship via Enter the method by which goods are shipped to this
customer. This information appears when you are
working with transactions for this customer in Adagio
Receivables, Adagio Order Entry or Adagio Invoices.

Identity number This field is designed to record a code or a customer’s
tax-registration number. The code or tax number can be
printed on customer statements. This information prints
on the tax tracking detail report in Adagio Receivables.
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Field Description

Territory The two-character territory code can be used to identify
geographical or sales territories and can be used to sort
analysis reports.

Short name This field can be used for sorting reports. The first five
characters of the customer name that you enter in the
customer field are entered by default, although the short
name can be revised.

Account type Choose between Open item or Balance forward. See
your Adagio Receivables manual for more information
on which account type would be appropriate for your
customers.

Customer type If you use a price list from Adagio OrderEntry or
Adagio Inventory, you will be able to assign a price
code which ranges from A to E. These price codes may
be used if the Base price is not applicable to a particular
customer.

Credit limit The default credit limit created by the company data
setup option can be edited for each customer. The
default information is pulled from the control account
set assigned to this customer.

Salesperson If you use Adagio OrderEntry, enter the appropriate
salesperson code for this customer here.

OrderEntry requires this information; you cannot save a
customer file without a valid salesperson code in this
field when OrderEntry data is present.

Terms Select a term for this customer. Terms are defined in
Adagio Receivables.

Billing cycle Select a billing cycle for this customer. Billing Cycles are
defined in Adagio Receivables.

Account set Select an account set code for this customer. Account
Sets are defined in Adagio Receivables.
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Field Description

Price list If you use Adagio OrderEntry or Adagio Inventory,
select from a previously defined price list.

Tax group This field is required if you have already defined tax
jurisdictions in Adagio OrderEntry. This field is not
required; it is only a default for Adagio Invoices, Adagio
Time&Billing, Adagio Receivables, and Adagio
OrderEntry.

Tax type This field is required if you have defined tax status
codes in Adagio Invoices, Adagio Time&Billing, Adagio
Receivables, and Adagio OrderEntry. It can be edited
during transaction entry in any of these modules.

Tax exempt 1 /
Tax exempt 2

Enter any appropriate tax exemption codes provided by
your customer.

Report group If you would like to group customers for any reason for
reporting purposes (for example, by geography), use the
Finder to select a Report group code that will be
assigned to all of the customers in each group.

Report group codes are set up in the Edit | Report
Groups function in Adagio Receivables.

On hold If you want to prevent transactions from being entered
for a particular customer, check this option. When this
option is turned on for a particular customer and you
attempt to enter transactions in Adagio OrderEntry,
Adagio Invoices, or Adagio Receivables, you will be
given a warning that the customer is on hold.

Interest Indicate whether this customer is to be charged interest.
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Contact Tab

The second of the customer editing tabs is the Contact tab, in which you can enter
contact and optional field information for your customers.

The fields in the Contact Info section are only available in Adagio
SalesCQ and cannot be accessed in Receivables or other modules.

Field Description

Office email /
Alternate email /
Home email

Enter any of the email addresses you have for this
customer in these fields.

Website If the customer has a web site address, enter it here.

Home phone /
Home fax

Enter your customer’s home phone and/or fax
information, if you have it.
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Field Description

Salutation Enter the salutation you wish to use for MailMerge
letters to this customer. If you don’t have a specific
contact name, for example, you could enter “Dear
Sir/Madam,” but if you have a specific name you may
want to enter an informal “Dear Joan” or a more formal
address like “Dear Ms. Smith.”

Letter name Enter the full name of the person who will receive
MailMerged letters, such as Joan Smith.

In addition to the contact information, some additional Optional fields may appear
here. This allows you the flexibility of saving additional information about your
customers, in ways that are specific to your company or industry. To activate the
optional fields, you must enter field names for each optional field of interest in
the Adagio Receivables Company Profile. See the Adagio Receivables manual for
more information.

Once the optional fields have been activated, you can enter data in these fields
whenever you wish for each individual customer.

When you are finished recording the contact and any other information, move to the
next tab in the customer file.
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Statistics Tab

Next on the customer editing tabs is the Statistics tab, in which you can enter
statistical information for new customers added to the system, and then Adagio will
keep track of each customer’s statistics based on the transactions you enter for them
in Adagio Receivables, Adagio OrderEntry, or Adagio Invoices.

Transactions tab

Next on the customer editing tabs is the Transactions tab. This tab displays the list of
Adagio Receivables, and if installed on your system, Adagio OrderEntry, and Adagio
Invoices transactions as well as a list of quotes for the customer.

The transactions that are displayed will be either current or historical transactions,
depending on your selection in the Transactions field at the top of the tab. By
default, this list displays:

• the type of transaction,
• the document number,
• the document date,
• any reference information entered for the document,
• any applicable job number, if Job Costing is used,
• the current and original amounts.
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While this window looks a lot like the equivalent window in Adagio Receivables,
you will notice one additional option at the top: You can select SalesCQ to see a list
of quotes for this customer.

If your user group has access to the Column Editor, you can
customize this list to show data that may be more meaningful to
you. To do so, double-click on the column headings and the Column
Editor window will open. You can then add or remove columns. See
your Adagio Fundamentals manual for more information on the
column editor.

The quotes that are displayed will be either open quotes, templates, or historical
quotes, depending on your selection in the fields at the top of the tab. By default, this
list displays:

• the quote number,
• the revision number,
• the quote date,
• the approval percentage,
• the total amount for the quote

Open any of the transactions or quotes in the list by selecting it and double-clicking,
or by selecting it and clicking the Applied button.
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The Transaction Details screen pictured above displays the transaction information,
as well as the G/L distribution details of the transaction.

While in the Transaction Details screen, you can edit the Due date field for invoices,
retainage invoices, and interest charges, if the transaction is a current transaction
whose amount is not zero, and provided you have turned the “Edit due date of
posted transactions” option on in Adagio Receivable's Company Profile. You may
want to edit due dates in order to make your aging reports more accurately reflect
your true cash position when you change terms as a result of dunning calls to
customers.

Transactions where the due date has been edited are marked with an “e” on the
Aged Trial Balance, Overdue Receivables, Projected Receivables, and Customer
Transactions reports. The “e” status is indicated in the report legend.

Transactions by Module

When you have OrderEntry and/or Invoices data present, the Transactions tab also
includes radio buttons which let you view and drill-down to transactions from
OrderEntry and Invoices as well as Receivables itself.

These radio buttons appear near the top of the tab. To view transactions from any of
the listed modules, simply click that module’s radio button.
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Calculating Aging Values

While in this tab, you can also use the Calc. Aging button. This feature allows you to
view the aging amounts for outstanding transactions.

When you click this button, Adagio SalesCQ calculates and enters the appropriate
aging values into the five fields at the bottom of the tab, one for each aging period
(which you define in the Adagio Receivables Company Profile).

For customers with large numbers of outstanding transactions, it
could take several seconds for Adagio to calculate the aging
amounts.

The Calc Aging button is also available in both the View Customer
mode and the Edit Customer mode. The View Customer mode has
Next and Previous buttons to move up and down your customer
list.

Notes Tab

This tab allows you to add and maintain notes and alerts on each customer, and to
schedule callbacks and view prior callback records. This tab is similar to the Notes
tab in Adagio Receivables except that this tab also includes a grid at the bottom for
Callbacks.
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Using the two buttons at the top of the tab, you can either enter notes and callback
information by clicking the Notes radio button; or you can enter an alert, by selecting
the Alert radio button instead.

Entering Notes

The following table describes the fields available when you have chosen the Notes
option at the top of the tab.

Field Description

Additional comments You can use this field to enter simple additional
comments. These comments can be edited by any user
and at any time. If you want to maintain more detailed
notes, enter a Bank Note using the fields below.

Sort notes by You can sort the Notes list by User or by Date / time.

Notes list This box lists all the notes for this customer.

If you turn on the Insert a mail merge note option in
the Company Profile, the Notes list will always include
any letters generated for this customer. It will simply
indicate the user ID for the user who generated the
letter, and the date and time of the letter; and finally, it
will include the Note text you entered in the Company
Profile as well.

Adding a New Note

To add a new Note to the Customer, double-click a blank line in the list. The Edit
Note window will open. This window will display your User ID, the date, and the
time. You can change these if desired. Enter your note in the Note field and click
OK. The Note will be added to the Prospect file.

The date and the user's ID is recorded with each note so you can keep track of them.

Viewing Notes

To view a note, double click on the note in the Notes list on the Notes/Alerts tab.

Entering Callback Reminders

One of the keys to good marketing is to keep in regular contact with your customers.
Adagio SalesCQ makes this easy.
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Using the Notes tab, you can schedule future callbacks to customers or prospects by
entering callback reminders in the customer file. Then, when you do a scan of
callbacks that need to be made for a particular callback reason, such as a warranty
expiring; or by a particular date, such as a customer’s anniversary date, this customer
will be included on the scan list.

To add a callback reminder, double-click in the blank line at the bottom of the
callback area of this tab. The following window appears:

Enter the following information:

Field Description

User By default, Adagio SalesCQ enters the user initials of
the person who is currently logged in when the callback
reminder is being added.

Usually, you will use this field to simply indicate who
added the callback reminder. That way, if there is a
question about the callback, your marketing staff will
know who to ask about the callback.

You may also use this field to indicate who will actually
need to make the callback at the scheduled time.

Date Enter the date that the callback should occur.

Callback code Using the Finder button to the right, enter the reason for
the callback. You can also leave this field blank, if
desired; though it is normally recommended that you
use callback codes as much as possible which will make
the Scan function more useful.

If you don’t have any callback codes on file, see Chapter
3 for more information on setting them up.
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Field Description

Reason Once you have entered a Callback code, Adagio
SalesCQ will fill in the callback reason that is on file for
that code.

If you want to add to the default reason, you can do so.

If you didn’t enter a callback code, it is highly
recommended that you enter a specific description of
the reason for the callback here.

Entering Alerts

Alerts may be a useful way to pop up very important reminders about a particular
customer; for example, if there is an issue with their account status, you could enter
an alert so that every time someone from your company pulls up their file, they are
aware of important account information.

You can type in any text you wish for the alert, and simply turn on the Active alert?
checkbox to ensure that the alert pops up each time you select this customer
throughout Adagio SalesCQ or any other Adagio 8.0 (or higher) module.

Spell Checker

The text fields on the Notes/Alerts tab all include a spell checking feature. To activate
it, press F7 in the Additional comments, Notes, or Alerts fields. For more
information on using the spell checker, see your Adagio Fundamentals manual.
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Statement tab

This tab allows you to enter statement preferences for the customer.

The following fields are available to you:

Field Description

Statements If you want to be able to e-mail statements and letters to
this customer from the Adagio Receivables’ Reports menu,
turn this checkbox on, and then complete the remaining
fields in the Statement options area of this window.

Email Enter the e-mail address that you wish to use as the e-mail
address that statements will be sent to.

NOTE: A different e-mail address can be used for e-mailing
invoices. See the section on the Invoicing tab below.

Contact Enter the contact name that is associated with the e-mail
address you entered above. This is the name that would be
used if you inserted the Contact field in the Email Cover
Letters function.
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Field Description

Send method Indicate what methods you wish to be able to use to
provide this customer with their statements. You can select
one or all three of the options presented: click Print to be
able to print statements and send them by mail, click Fax
to be able to fax statements, and click Email to enable the
e-mail statement feature for this customer.

Print spec /
Fax spec /
Email spec

For each of the methods you selected above, you will need
to indicate the specification file that should be used for
that method for this customer. You can use the same spec
file for all three methods if you wish; however, you may
prefer to design specifications differently according to the
different methods you use.

Select a specification for each method from the drop-down
box in that field. The drop-down box will include all of the
specifications on file in this data set, according to their
title.

Email cover You can select a default e-mail cover letter for this
customer. Use the Finder button to do so. This is the cover
letter that will be used for this customer unless you specify
otherwise when you print statements from the Reports
menu in Adagio Receivables.
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Credit Card tab

Using this tab, you can save a customer’s credit card information. This may be useful
for repeat customers, for example.

To enter a customer’s credit card information, select the Credit Card tab:

Use the following table to complete the fields in this tab. Note that for each field,
there is space for two credit cards. This allows you to save both a primary and a
secondary credit card as needed.

Field Description

Payment Enter a payment type for this credit card. Payment types
are set up in Adagio Receivables (on the Edit menu, using
the Payment Methods function). They allow you to specify
whether a payment is being made by check, cash, or credit
card.

Number Enter the credit card number in this field.

Expiry In the MM/YY format, entered the credit card expiry date.
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Field Description

Name Enter the name of the credit card holder, as it appears on
the credit card.

Invoicing tab

This tab appears for datasets with version 8.0 (or higher) Adagio OrderEntry or
Adagio Invoices data.

This tab allows you to set some default preferences for your customers’ orders or
invoices, such as an email address that should be used for e-mailing of invoices,
which can be different than the e-mail address used for the e-mailing of statements.
The fields on this tab are specific to invoices and orders only; they do not affect
statements or letters printed in Adagio SalesCQ.

Click on the Invoicing tab to make the changes required:
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In the top portion of this window, you are given the following Invoicing options:

Field Description

Email Enter the e-mail address that you wish to use as the
invoicing contact for this customer�the e-mail address
that will be used for e-mailing of invoices in Adagio
Invoices, or orders in Adagio OrderEntry.

This e-mail address does not have to be the same e-mail
address that statements are e-mailed to. The e-mail
address that should be used for statements and letters is
set in the Statements tab instead.

Contact Enter the contact name that is associated with the e-mail
address you entered above. This is the name that would be
used if you inserted the Contact field in the Email Cover
Letters function. When you are e-mailing statements, the
contact name from the Statements tab appears in the cover
letter; but when you are e-mailing invoices or orders, the
contact name from the Invoicing tab gets used instead.

Send method Indicate what methods you wish to be able to use to
provide this customer with their invoices/orders. You can
select one or all three of the options presented: click Print
to be able to print invoices/orders and send them by mail,
click Fax to be able to fax invoices/orders, and click Email
to enable the email invoices/orders feature for this
customer.

Default payment Choose the default payment method for this customer; this
is the method by which they would ordinarily pay their
invoices, which will be used by Adagio OrderEntry and
Adagio Invoices, versions 8.0 and higher.

If you also have Adagio OrderEntry data present, the following fields will also
appear on the Invoicing tab:

Field Description

Ship from location Enter the default location from which you would normally
ship orders to this customer.
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Field Description

Ship to code Enter the default shipping address code to which you
would usually ship orders for this customer.

FOB point Enter a default FOB point for this customer, if you use FOB
points.

Picking slip spec Indicate the specification file that should normally be used
for this customer’s picking slips.

Email cover You can select a default e-mail cover letter for this
customer. Use the Finder button to do so. This is the cover
letter that will be used for this customer unless you specify
otherwise when you print statements from the Reports
menu.

Print spec /
Fax spec /
Email spec

For each of the methods you selected above, you can either
leave these spec fields blank, or you can indicate the
specification file that should be used for that method for
this customer.

If you leave the spec fields blank, Adagio will use the
respective default specifications listed in Adagio
Receivables' Company Profile (Customer/Statement tab).

If you prefer to indicate spec files for this customer,
Adagio will use those spec files for this customer rather
than the default Company Profile ones. You can use the
same spec file for all three methods if you wish. However,
you may prefer to design specifications differently
according to the different methods you use.

To choose a specification for this customer, select a
specification for each method from the drop-down box in
that field. The drop-down box will include all of the
specifications on file in this data set, according to their
title.
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Rec. Charges tab

Once you've activated the recurring charges feature in the Adagio Receivables
Company Profile, the Customer function includes a tab for recurring charges.

Viewing a Recurring Charge for a Customer

To view recurring charges for a customer file, open that customer's record in the Edit
| Customers function and click on the Rec. Charges tab. The following window
appears:

Editing a Recurring Charge

You can double click on a recurring charge that displays on the grid to view or edit
the details of the charge. Or, double click on a blank row in the grid to add a new
recurring charge.
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Edit the fields according to the following table:

Field Description

Recurring Charge This field is active only if you are adding a new
recurring charge (not viewing or editing an
existing one).

Select an appropriate recurring charge using the
Finder button.

NOTE: Recurring charges may only be added to the
customer record. Before you can do this, they must first
be created in Adagio Receivables.

Description When you select a recurring charge above, the
description as it displays in Adagio Receivables
appears here. You can override the default
description in this field if you wish.

Reference The reference number you enter here will be used
on the invoices that contain this recurring charge.
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Field Description

Maximum amount If you enter any amount other than "0" here, each
time you generate recurring charges in Adagio
Receivables, Adagio will invoice the customer for
the item until this maximum is reached.

YTD amount This field displays the total amount that this
customer has been charged for this recurring
charge this fiscal year. It is updated each time the
Create Recurring Charge Batch function invoices
this customer in Adagio Receivables, until it
reaches the maximum amount specified above.

You can edit this amount at any time, but it is
generally only edited when you first set up
recurring charges.

Clear amount at year end? If you want the YTD amount field to be reset to
zero when you run year-end in Adagio
Receivables, turn this checkbox on.

The bottom half of the window displays a grid of the distribution codes or G/L
accounts that have been previously set up for the recurring charge in Edit Recurring
Charges in Adagio Receivables. (Please refer to the Adagio Receivables manual for
more information). For each of the distribution codes or G/L accounts, you can enter
the amount that you want charged for each such line.

Quotes Tab

The top half of the Quotes tab of the Edit Customer window displays summary data
about the quotes for the selected customer.

The Quotes tab is only available in Adagio SalesCQ and cannot be
accessed in Receivables or other modules.

If you're creating a new customer, these fields will display zeros. But if you're editing
a current customer, you can view:

• PTD quotes,
• YTD quotes,
• LY quotes,
• the Largest ever quote for this customer,
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• the Last quote for this customer
• and last year's largest quote (LY largest quote)

Below that, under the heading Quote Options, you can enter some important
information that will be used for sending quotes to the customer by e-mail, fax, and
for printing hard copies. The following table describes these fields:

Field Description

Email Enter the e-mail address for this customer. This should
be the e-mail address you want to use when e-mailing
quotes to the customer.

Contact Enter the contact name that is associated with the e-mail
address you entered above. This is the name that would
be used if you inserted the Contact field in the Email
Cover Letters function.

Send method Indicate what methods you wish to be able to use to
provide this customer with quotes. You can select one or
all three of the options presented: click Print to be able
to print quotes and send them by mail, click Fax to be
able to fax quotes, and click Email to enable the e-mail
quote feature for this customer.

Print spec
Fax spec
Email spec

For each of the methods you selected above, you will
need to indicate the specification file that should be
used for that method for this customer. You can use the
same spec file for all three methods if you wish;
however, you may prefer to design specifications
differently according to the different methods you use.
Select a specification for each method from the
drop-down box in that field. The drop-down box will
include all of the specifications on file in this data set,
according to their title.

Email cover Select the e-mail cover sheet to use when e-mailing
quotes to this customer. This cover sheet will appear
above the quote in the e-mail.

E-mail cover sheets are created using the Edit | Email
Cover Sheets function.
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Chapter 5

Daily Processing

This chapter will explain some of the most common functions in Adagio SalesCQ,
such as scanning and mail merging letters and creating quotes.

Creating quotes in Adagio SalesCQ is fast and easy. The Edit Quotes window shows
you, at a glance, all the current quotes on one tab, and all the quote templates and
history on following tabs. To create a new quote, all you have to do is click the New
button and enter the details.

• Conducting Scans
• Entering Quotes
• Printing Quotes
• Emailing Quotes
• The Email Queue
• Creating Quote Templates
• Transferring Quotes to OrderEntry
• Copying Quotes to History
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Conducting Scans

The Scan function is used to create a list of customers and/or prospects which can
then be used for creating letters, making call backs and so forth. Scans can be done
according to a set of user-defined selections and filters so that you only get the data
you want for your marketing purposes.

Each user has their own scan lists. The last scan list the user
created will be remembered the next time he or she logs in.

Working with the Scan List

When you select Scan from the Edit menu, the main scan list appears.

This list will display all customer or prospect files that match the scan criteria
selected in the Scan criteria field. Customers and prospects stay on this list until you
remove them, or until you run a scan that replaces the current results.

Scans can be run so that they replace the results in this list, or so that they append to
the results.
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We'll explain in detail how to create scan lists and save criteria. But for now, let 's first
get familiarized with the Scan List window. Your options in the scan list are:

Button Description

Scan criteria Select from all the current scan lists you have saved on
your system. The list will then appear below.

You can create new scan list criteria which will then
appear in this field. The following section, Scanning the
Customer and Prospect Data, will explain further how to do
this.

Insert Add an individual customer or prospect to the list, rather
than conducting a full data scan to add just one company.

When you select this option, you will be prompted to enter
either a customer or a prospect number. When you do, that
customer/prospect will be added to the list in
alphabetical/numerical order.

This function is especially useful if you have run a scan
that resulted in a list of customers but did not include one
particular customer you need to include for a mail merge.
You can add that one customer using the Insert button.

Edit Opens the currently selected customer/prospect file for
editing. This is just like working with the file in the Edit |
Customer or Edit | Prospect mode. See Chapter 4 for
details.

View Opens the currently selected customer/prospect file for
viewing only. In this mode, you can view data without
having the ability to modify it.

The fields presented here are identical to those in the Edit
| Customer or Edit | Prospect mode.

Find Use this button to search for a particular customer or
prospect code in the Scan list. This is helpful if there is a
long list and you don’t want to scroll through it.

More on this feature is available in the following section,
Searching for a Customer/Prospect.
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Button Description

Scan Conduct a scan of your customer and prospect data, and
retrieve records that match the callback codes, dates, or
other criteria you enter.

More on this feature is discussed below.

MailMerge Using a Word template file, this feature allows you to do a
mail merge to create letters to print, fax, or email to an
individual customer/prospect, or to the entire scanned list.

More on this feature is available later in this chapter.

Transfer Use this button to transfer any prospect on the scan list to
the customer list. This removes them from the Prospect
function and adds them to the Customer function, and
thereby allows you to start creating orders and invoices for
them.

Prospects are marked with a “P” in the left-most column of
the scan list unless you have changed the columns
displayed using the Column Editor (see your Adagio
Fundamentals manual for more information on the
Column Editor).

Remove This button removes the selected customer/prospect from
the Scan list. When you choose this option you are asked
to confirm the removal of the customer/prospect from the
list. Click Yes to confirm.

This only removes customers/prospects from the scan list,
not from the Customer or Prospect functions themselves.

This function is especially useful if you have run a scan
that resulted in a list of customers that included one or two
customers that you do not want to include in a mail merge.
You can remove those customers using the Remove
button.
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Searching for a Customer/Prospect

From the main Scan List, use the Find button to search for a particular customer or
prospect code in the list. This is helpful if there is a long list and you don’t want to
scroll through it.

When you click Find, the following window appears:

To search for a customer/prospect, click the Finder button in the Code field. The
regular Finder allows you to search for the customer/prospect by customer code. Or,
you can press F6 in the Code field to call up the Smart Finder and search for a
customer/prospect using any number of criteria. See your Adagio Fundamentals
manual for details on using the Smart Finder.

After specifying a customer/prospect code, you can also tell Adagio what to do if
and when it finds the record in question. It can Highlight it in the Scan List, it can
take you to the Edit screen so you can modify it, or it can take you into the View
mode so that you can review the customer/prospect data but not edit the file.

When you’re ready to search the Scan List, click OK. If the customer/prospect code
you enter is found, it will carry out your requested action.
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Scanning the Customer and Prospect Data

Now we'll explain how to create scan lists and save scan list criteria.

First make sure you have the scan list open. Select Edit | Scan. Now click the Scan
button. The Scan Criteria window appears:

Saved criteria

The first part of the window allows you to save your scan list to a Scan Criteria. You
can have many different scan criteria so you can access particular scan lists whenever
you need. For example, maybe you want to keep a separate scan list for customers
who have open quotes and another list for prospects who have open quotes. You
could then have two saved criteria so that you could access either of them at any
time.

Once you have selected all your criteria on this window, you can click Save As to
save this scan criteria so you can access it later. You will be asked to give the saved
criteria a name. For example, you might call this saved criteria Customers with Open
Quotes.
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To access this scan list with this save criteria, all you would then
have to do is select the new scan criteria using the Scan criteria
field on the Scan List window.

If you make changes to a scan criteria that you want to save, click the Save button. If
you want to delete a scan criteria, select it in the Saved criteria field and click the
Delete button.

Scan

The second part of this window, labeled Scan, allows you to specify what to do with
the records that are found during the scan. You can select:

Option Description

New When you choose this option, the current scan list is ignored and a
new one is created. The existing list is completely overwritten.

Within This option refines the current scan list by removing records that
do not match the new scan criteria.

Append This option adds new records that match the new scan criteria. It
will not replace the existing list, it will simply add to it.

If a record is already in the list, it will not be added again.

In the remaining portion of this window, you can choose your scan criteria--the ways
in which you wish to filter your customer/prospect data. Your options are:

Field Description

Customers If you want to include customers in the scan, click the
checkbox to the right of this field.

Then, indicate a starting and ending range of customer codes
to include in the scan. To include all customers, accept the
defaults (first field blank, second field zzzzzz).

Prospects If you want to include prospects in the scan, click the
checkbox to the right of this field.

Then, indicate a starting and ending range of prospect codes
to include in the scan. To include all prospects, accept the
defaults (first field blank, second field zzzzzz).
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Field Description

Salespersons To filter the data according to the salespersons assigned to
your customers/prospects, use the Starting and Ending
fields here to indicate a range of salespeople.

To include all salespeople, accept the defaults (first field
blank, second field zzzzzz). To scan only records for one
specific salesperson, enter that salesperson’s code in both
fields.

Territories Enter starting and ending territory codes for your customers
and prospects. To include all territories, accept the defaults
(first field blank, second field zz).

Users Data can also be filtered by the user ID of the users who
entered callback reminders or notes for customers/prospects.

To include all users, accept the defaults (first field blank,
second field zzz). To scan only records for one specific user,
enter that user’s code in both fields.

Callback codes If you want to select records with only particular callback
codes, use these range fields to specify the callback codes of
interest.

To include all codes, accept the defaults (first field blank,
second field zzzzzz). To scan for only one certain callback
code, enter that code in both fields. Or, scan for a range of
codes.

Callback dates The date fields give you complete flexibility to specify the
callback dates you’re interested in.

You can use the drop-down list to the right of this field to
specify that you want All dates scanned, or dates from the
current week, month, or year, among other options.

You can also choose Custom as your date preference, and
then use the Starting and Ending range fields below to
choose your date range manually.

Customer over
credit limit

If you wish to scan for only customers who are over their
credit limits, turn this option on.
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Field Description

Overdue by If you turned the Customer over credit limit option on in the
field above, you can then use the fields here to indicate a
dollar amount by which a customer exceeds their credit limit,
or the number of days by which the customer’s account is
overdue.

If you enter a dollar amount here, all customers who exceed
their credit limit by that amount or more will be chosen in the
scan. The same applies for the number of days an account is
overdue.

Aged on If you turned the Customer over credit limit option on in the
field above, you can also indicate which aging value should
be used to determine whether a customer’s account is
overdue.

When you’ve selected all of your scan criteria, you can now save your scan criteria (if
you wish) by clicking the Save or Save as buttons.

To view the results of the criteria you've selected, click Scan. Adagio SalesCQ will
scan the database and then add the records to the Scan List. From there, you can
generate mail merge letters, or you can view and edit records as you go through
them and make call backs and so forth.
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Doing a MailMerge

Using a Word template file, this feature allows you to do a mail merge to create
letters to an individual customer/prospect, or to the entire scanned list.

In the Edit | Scan function, click the MailMerge button. The Mail Merge window
appears:

You have several options for your mail merge:

Field Description

Print range In the top of this window, choose whether you want to create
a mail merge document for one specific customer/prospect,
or for the entire Scan List.

To select a specific customer/prospect, click the Current
radio button and then use the Finder field to the right to
select the customer/prospect code of interest.

To create documents for the entire Scan List, choose the
Complete list radio button instead.
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Field Description

Letter template As described in Chapter 3, you can create Microsoft Word
templates to use for your mail merged letters. Those template
files must be placed in the C:\SOFTRAK\ACWIN\
directory, where C: is the drive to which you installed Adagio
SalesCQ.

In this drop-down list, you can choose any letter template
you have stored in that file.

Insert a note Turn this option on if you want a note to be automatically
inserted in the customer or prospect file’s Notes tab,
recording the user ID of the individual who created the mail
merge document, as well as the date and time the document
was created. The note will also include the Note text from the
field below.

This field defaults to your Company Profile settings.

Note text If you turned the Insert a note checkbox on above, you will
want to specify the note text that should be added to the
customer/prospect file to describe the mail merge document
that was generated.

This field defaults to your Company Profile settings.

Email cover If you are emailing documents via the Email button, choose a
cover letter for your emails here.

Status Once you proceed with a merge, this field simply displays the
status of the mail merge so you know what’s happening.

When you’ve set your mail merge preferences, you can either click Letter, Fax, or
Email.

Creating Letters

Choosing the Letter option will cause the mail merge to occur in Microsoft Word.
This feature works exactly the same as any mail merge does in Word; using the
template, it writes all of the records to one file, which can then be printed as needed.
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Creating Faxes

If you choose the Fax option, the mail merged documents will be sent to the fax
function. See the Fundamentals manual for more information on working with this
feature.

Creating faxes is not supported under Windows Vista at this time.

Creating Emails

If you want to send via email, be sure to select an email cover page in the Email
cover field. Then click the Email button. Adagio SalesCQ will use Microsoft Word to
create mail merged Word documents. These documents will be attached to the emails
sent.

More information about emailing from Adagio modules can be
found in your Fundamentals manual.
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Entering Quotes - An Overview

To enter a new quote, first open the Edit Quotes window by selecting Edit | Quotes,
or just click the Quotes button on the toolbar.

This window displays all quotes sorted by quote number, customer number, status
or salesperson. To set the sort, right mouse click on the grid and select 'Sort By'.

Records in this grid may also be selected for display and sorted based on criteria you
define in the Edit Filters function. Please refer to the online Help documentation for
more information about Working with Filters.

Notice that the window also displays a column of Revision numbers (or letters)
under the Rev heading. If you want to make changes to a quote but you want to keep
the details of the original quote, you can create a revision of the quote. The revised
quote will have the same quote number but it will have an additional revision
number or letter.

You can change the quote number format and the revision number
format on the Quotes tab of the Company Profile.
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A Note About Quote Types

There are three types of quotes that you can enter in Adagio SalesCQ:

• Open quotes are quotes that are current and active. These quotes are
displayed on the first Quotes tab of the Edit Quotes window.

• Template quotes are quotes that you can use as templates to create common
quotes quickly and easily. These quotes are displayed on the second Template
tab of the Edit Quotes window.

• History quotes are quotes that have been stored in history for future reference.
These quotes are listed on the History tab of the Edit Quotes window.

First we will demonstrate how to create new open quotes from scratch, then we'll
discuss how to create and use template quotes. And later we'll explain how to copy
quotes into history.
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Entering New Quotes

To enter a new quote, click the New button on the Edit Quotes window. The New
Quote window will open, with New Quote selected as the Document Type.

The following table describes the fields on this window:

Field Description

Quote Select which type of quote you want to create. This gives you
the option to create a new Template quote which we'll
discuss later. For now select New Quote to create a new open
quote.

Customer /
Prospect

Select whether you want to create a new quote for a
Customer or for a Prospect.

Customer or
Prospect

If you selected Customer above, select the customer here. If
you selected Prospect above, select the prospect in this field.

NOTE: You can also enter a new code to create a new customer or
prospect on the fly if the option to do so has been enabled for the
Security Group you belong to. (Refer to the online Help
documentation for more information about Adagio security groups.)

Name If you know the name of the customer or prospect but not
their code or phone number, you may select them using this
field (not available if using Receivables 8.1A or earlier).
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Phone If you know the phone number of the customer or prospect
but not their code or company name, you may select them
using this field (not available if using Receivables 8.1A or
earlier).

Ship to Enter a valid ShipTo code for the customer or select it from
the dropdown.

If you belong to a Security Group that is able to add new
customer ShipTo codes.on the fly, you may enter the new
code here and you will be prompted for the rest of the
information. (Please refer to the online Help documentation
for information about Adagio Security Groups.)

NOTE: Ship-to addresses are available for customers only.

Click OK when you have completed all the fields. A New Quote window will open.
This window allows you to enter the quote details. It has several tabs: Header,
Details, Bill To / Ship To, Notes, and Total, and possibly Optional fields if they
have been set in the Company Profile.
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Header Tab

The Header tab is where you enter general information about the quote. This tab is
divided into two sections: Quote Information and Customer Information (or
Prospect Information if you happen to be creating a quote for a prospect).

You can customize the way that the order information and customer information tabs
work by using the Define Quote Entry Templates function on the Maintenance
menu. You can also customize order and customer information templates for
individual user groups, if desired. See the section in Chapter 3 for more information
on the Quote Entry templates.
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Quote Information

Complete each field according to the following table:

Field Description

Quote number If you use the automatic order numbering system, you will
not be able to edit this field. A quote number will be
automatically assigned when the quote is created.

NOTE: See the Quotes tab of the Company Profile for more
information on automatic numbering.

Quote date Enter the date for the quote. By default, the session date will
be selected.

Expected close Select a date when you expect the sale to be closed.

This figure, along with the Confidence percent (below), is
useful in reports such as the Quotes Report for projecting
expected future sales. For example, you could print a report
summarizing all open quotes with an expected close date
within the next quarter.

Expected ship If you have an expected ship date, select that here.

This date could also be useful for reports such as the Quotes
Report. You could print a list of quotes with expected ship
dates within a certain period.

NOTE: If you know the expected ship date when you close the sale,
edit the quote and enter the expected ship date before you send the
order to OrderEntry.

Status Select the status for the quote. These options in this field are
created by the system administrator using the Edit Quote
Statuses function. See Chapter 3 for more information on
how to create quote statuses.

The default value here comes from the Default quote status
field on the Quotes tab of the Company Profile.
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Field Description

Confidence This is the likelihood that you think the quote will be closed
and a sale made.

This figure, along with the Expected Close date (above), is
useful in reports such as the Quotes Report for projecting
expected future sales. For example, you could print a report
summarizing all open quotes with a confidence percent of
80% or greater.

NOTE: The default value for this field comes from the Company
Profile's Quotes tab.

Ship via Select an expected shipping method. These shipping methods
come from your Adagio OrderEntry options. If your
preferred shipping method isn't listed, you can simply type in
a shipping method as well.

This field will default from the customer file. If the customer
file does not include a default for this field, it will look to the
group order template; and, if there is no setting in the group
template, it will instead default to the value set in the
OrderEntry and Invoice template.

NOTE: Ship Via methods can be created using the Edit Ship Via
function in Adagio OrderEntry. See your OrderEntry manual for
more information.

FOB Point If desired, enter an FOB point. An FOB point is a place or
location where the item will be shipped at no charge to the
customer. After that point, shipping charges will apply;
however, any applicable shipping charges are not
automatically calculated based on the information in this
field.

This field will default from the customer file. If the customer
file does not include a default for this field, it will look to the
group template; and then, if there is no setting in the group
template, it will instead default to the value set in the
OrderEntry template.
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Field Description

Location Select the location where you expect the order will be
shipped from.

This field will default from the Group Quote template. If the
customer file does not include a default for this field, it will
look to the group template; and then, if there is no setting in
the group template, it will instead default to the value set in
the Quote Entry template.

NOTE: You can also select a location for each item on the quote
when you enter quote details. The primary location selected in this
field is merely the default location.

Comments If desired, enter any additional comments in these two fields.
This comment will be printed on the quote.

This field will default from the Group Quote template. If
there is no setting in the group template, it must be manually
entered.

On Hold You can put active quotes on hold when required. Just click
this checkbox on to put this order on hold.

If the customer or prospect for this quote has been put on
hold in their customer file, this field will default to put the
quote on hold as well.

NOTE: If the quote is on hold when it is transferred (copied) to
OrderEntry, the resulting order will also be on hold.

Expired If you want to mark this quote as expired, click a checkmark
in this field. You can then also select an expiry date in the
field to the right.

Expiry date Enter a date when this quote should expire. For example, if
you want the quote to be valid for only 30 days, select a date
that is 30 days from today's date. For example, if you can't
guarantee that the price for the quote won't change within 30
days, you will want to set an expiry date for that length of
time.

If you have selected the Expired checkbox to the left, enter
the date this quote expired.
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Field Description

Rejected If the customer rejected this quote or was unresponsive, click
a checkmark in this field. You can then enter the date the
customer rejected this quote in the field to the right.

Rejection date If the customer has rejected this quote, enter the date the
customer rejected this quote.

Reason If the customer has rejected the quote, select the appropriate
reason code which describes why the customer rejected the
quote.

For example, the price may have been too high or delivery
could not be made on time. You could have Reason Codes to
represent these reasons.

NOTE: Reason Codes are created using the Edit | Reason Codes
function.

Printed You cannot edit this field. It displays the date the quote was
printed. If the quote was re-printed, this date will be
updated.

Transfer date If you have transferred (copied) this quote to OrderEntry, the
date that the quote was transferred will appear here.

SalesCQ keeps track of the dates that quotes were transferred
so that you can later use the Copy to History function or the
Delete function and select to copy or delete all quotes that
were transferred before a certain date.

Order If you have transferred (copied) this quote to OrderEntry, the
order number will appear in this field. This is for
informational purposes so that you can then easily find the
order in OrderEntry when necessary.

Manual Use this field to assign a particular style to this document.
After, it will display in the Edit Quotes and Display History
grids with this style at all times, regardless of any Filter
criteria the record satisfies.

NOTE: To remove the Manual style, select the Standard style
from the dropdown field. Refer to the online Help documentation
regarding Working with Styles.
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Field Description

Automatic This field displays the style assigned the document by a Filter
that was run. At the time the filter was run, the record
satisfied the filter's criteria. Filters are automatically updated
when the document is edited. (This style may be overridden
by a Manual style setting.)

Please refer to the online Help documentation for more
information about Working with Filters and Styles.

The originating quote number can be placed in one of several fields
in the order header when the quote is transferred (copied) to
OrderEntry. This is controlled by the Copy Quote Number To
option in the Company Profile. See Chapter 3 for more information.

If you are editing an existing quote, you can use the Revise button to create a new
quote that uses the same Quote number with a different revision quote (eg. -A, -B,
etc.) appended to it. This helps you track the number of revision levels a quote has
gone through.

Selecting the Re-Cost button, will reread the item records for the details already on
the quote and, if necessary (i.e. there's been a change since the quote was last posted),
update the Unit and Extended cost information for each detail on the quote.

You may change the Quote document into an .Order by selecting the Order button.
This invokes the Order From Quote window in which you specify the New Order

options. These are the same as those found on the Copy Quote window (refer to
page 6-145).
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Customer Information or Prospect Information

Complete each field according to the following table.

Field Description

Customer /
Prospect

The customer or prospect number that you selected on the
first New Quote window will appear here, and the customer
or prospect name will appear in the field below.

You can select a different customer or prospect, if required.

If you do change the customer number here or on the BillTo /
ShipTo tab, many fields will be refreshed, drawing
information from the customer file of the new
customer/prospect entered. You will want to check all
standard customer-based fields to verify that they are right,
in this event.

Name This field displays the customer name or the prospect name
selected in the field above.

Price level If items on this quote will be using a price level system, select
the price level for this customer or prospect.

When you select a customer or prospect in the field above,
the default price level for that customer or prospect will
appear here, but you can edit this for this particular quote
using this field.

Price list Select the price list to use for this customer or prospect.

When you select a customer or prospect in the field above,
the default price list for that customer or prospect will appear
here, but you can edit this for any particular quote using this
field.

NOTE: You can also select price lists for each item on the quote
when you enter quote details.

Terms code Select the terms for this customer or prospect.

When you select a customer or prospect in the field above,
the default terms code for that customer or prospect will
appear here, but you can edit this for this particular quote
using this field.
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Field Description

Reference You can enter any reference in this field. Typically this will be
your customer's purchase order number.

Contact This field displays the contact name for the customer or
prospect when you select a customer or prospect in the field
above.

Territory Displays the territory code of the selected customer or
prospect. You can edit this field if required.

Salesperson Displays the default salesperson for this customer or
prospect. You can edit this field when required.

NOTE: It is important to enter the correct salesperson here because
if you close the sale and transfer the quote to OrderEntry as a new
order, Day End Processing in OrderEntry will assign any
commissions from this order to the selected salesperson.

NOTE: The Salespersons come from the Edit Salesperson function
in Adagio OrderEntry.

Sales manager Enter the sales manager in this field.

NOTE: The Sales Managers come from the Edit Salesperson
function in Adagio OrderEntry.

Tax status Select this customer's or prospect's tax status.

NOTE: Tax Statuses are defined on the Numbering/Tax tab of the
Company Profile in Adagio OrderEntry. See your Adagio
OrderEntry manual for more information.

Tax group This field displays the customer's or prospect's default tax
group, but you can edit this field when required.

Tax exempt 1
Tax exempt 2

You can use these fields to record any tax exempt numbers
for the customer or prospect. By default, the tax exemption
numbers in the customer or prospect file will appear here.
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Details Tab

The Details tab is where you can enter the quote details. The grid lists all details on
the quote, with descriptions and prices.

To add a new detail to the quote, click the New button. To edit a detail line, select the
line and click the Edit button. Either way, the Edit Detail window will open.

If you are editing an existing quote, you can use the Revise button to create a new
quote that uses the same Quote number with a different revision quote (eg. -A, -B,
etc.) appended to it. This helps you track the number of revision levels a quote has
gone through.

Selecting the Re-Cost button, will reread the item records for the details already on
the quote and, if necessary (i.e. there's been a change since the quote was last posted),
update the Unit and Extended cost information for each detail on the quote.

You may change the Quote document into an .Order by selecting the Order button.
This invokes the Order From Quote window in which you specify the New Order

options. These are the same as those found on the Copy Quote window (refer to
page 6-145).
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Edit Detail window

Using the first field, Detail type, there are six different detail lines you can enter:

• Select Item to add an item to the quote.
• Select Miscellaneous charge to add a miscellaneous charge to the quote.
• Select Comment to insert a comment line on the quote.
• Select Instruction to insert a line on the order with a particular instruction for

the quote.
• Select Serial numbers to enter serial numbers associated with items that

require them.
• Select Text to enter additional text in the quote's details section.

Depending on what you select in the Detail type field, the window will change to
accommodate.

Adding an Item to the Quote

To add an item to the quote, select Item in the Detail Type field. The Edit Detail
window will appear as it does in the picture below.
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Complete the remaining fields according to the following table:

Field Description

Item number Click the Finder button and select the item number here. You
may also use the Item Find button (on the right) to search for
an item by its code or description.

NOTE: If the applicable Quote Entry Template has the Create
items during quote entry option turned on, then you can also just
enter a new Item number in this field. Then, once you move your
cursor out of this field, the New Item window will automatically
open so you can enter a new item "on the fly."

Ordered Enter the number ordered in this field.

The unit of measure is displayed to the right. You can edit
this field if required.

Unit price When you select an item above, the unit price is
automatically entered here. You can edit this unit price if
required.

If the quantity ordered is only one, you will normally want to
skip this field.

Description The item’s description appears here automatically when the
Item number is entered. It can be customized for individual
item detail lines, if desired.

Tax status Enter an item tax status for this item. The tax status found in
the item file is entered here by default, but can be changed if
necessary.

NOTE: Item tax statuses are set up on the Numbering/Tax tab of
the Company Profile in Adagio OrderEntry.

Category When you select an item for this detail line, the item’s
category will appear in this field. You can, however, change
the category if needed.

NOTE: If you change the category code here, the new category will
remain in effect only for single detail lines on this quote.
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Field Description

Location This displays the location you entered on the Header tab, as a
default. However, you can use the information in the Qty on
hand grid below to ascertain which locations have the items
on hand, and then select a different location if needed.

Unit cost
(if displayed)

This field displays the unit cost for the selected item based on
the Cost to use option set within the Company Profile. It
may not display the actual unit cost of the item (based on its
costing method). The Cost to use is shown to the right of the
Unit cost.

NOTE: This field may not be displayed depending on your selection
for the Quote Entry Template or User Group. The administrator
can also select which cost is displayed in this field. See Chapter 3 for
more information on Quote Entry Templates.

Qty on hand When you select an item in the Item number field, this
section of the window will automatically display locations
that stock this item, and will indicate the quantity on hand in
each location. A positive number indicates available stock,
and a negative number indicates back-ordered stock.
Information about quantity on sales order and net quantity
available is also displayed.

The line at the bottom of this section totals the available
items.

The information presented here allows you to make a
selection regarding the location from which the item should
be shipped. You can ascertain which location(s) have the item
in stock, and then enter the most appropriate location in the
Location field above.

Price list The default price list set on the Header tab of this order will
appear here, but it can be changed if needed for each
individual item on the order.

Extension This field displays the total pre-tax item amount by
multiplying the quantity shipped and the unit price.

Est weight This field calculates the estimated weight of the item by
multiplying the quantity shipped by the item’s unit weight.
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Field Description

Ext cost This is the Unit cost multiplied by the quantity Ordered
based on the Unit of Measure selected.

NOTE: If you are editing an existing quote detail item, you may
use the Re-Cost button to reread the item's Inventory record and,
if necessary (i.e. there's been a change since the quote was last
posted), update the Unit and Extended cost information for the
detail in this quote.

Profit Calculates and displays the value of Extension less Ext cost.

Margin This displays the margin calculated as ((Extension less Ext
cost) / Extension) * 100.

You can also click the Prices button, which will show you how much the selected
item will be priced at for each price level. This feature allows you to override the
default unit price for the item and it can help you decide which price level is
appropriate; or, it can allow you to select special sales prices when applicable.
Additionally, you can Show History to display the pricing history for this customer
when purchasing this item in Adagio OrderEntry. You can then use the ExcelDirect
button to export the information reported in the Show History grid to an Excel
workbook. (Members of a security group that doesn't have access to Inquiries |
Items with Cost will not see Cost fields in the Show History grid.)

The Item button may be used to view information stored with the Adagio Inventory
item record. It reports the same information as the Display Items with Cost Inquiry
does (see page 7-165 for more information on this inquiry). It is possible to hide the
button for users within a particular Security Group. Refer to the online Help for
more information.

The Alt item (Alternate Item) button can be used to choose an alternate item number,
as these alternate items are not displayed on the regular Item field finder.

Selecting the Item Find button allows you to look for an item code to use by
searching for its code or description

If you have Purchase Order data available for the item you’re adding, the “Qty on
hand” section of this window will include a column to indicate the number of items
on PO. (The ‘On Sales Order’ column will change to ‘On SO’ to provide enough room
for the PO data.)

Click OK to add the item to the quote.
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If Adagio Inventory’s Company Profile is not set to allow items at
all locations and you select an item that is not permitted at the
location selected, you will receive an error message and you will
not be able to save the detail line until the location is corrected.

Adding a Miscellaneous Charge to a Quote

To add a miscellaneous charge to a quote, select Miscellaneous charge in the Detail
Type field. The Edit Quote Detail window will appear as it does in the picture
below.

Complete the remaining fields according to the following table:

Field Description

Misc charge Select the type of miscellaneous charge that you want to add
to this order.

NOTE: These miscellaneous charges are set up in the Edit
Miscellaneous Charges function of Adagio OrderEntry. See your
OrderEntry manual for more information.

Description When you select a miscellaneous charge above, the
description for that charge automatically appears in this field.
However, you can enter whatever description you require.

Amount The default amount for the miscellaneous charge appears in
this field, but you can edit it when required.

Tax status The default tax status for the miscellaneous charge selected is
displayed here. You can edit this field when needed.

Click OK to add the miscellaneous charge to the quote.
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Adding a Comment or Instruction to a quote

To add a comment or instruction to a quote, select either Comment or Instruction in
the Detail Type field. The Edit Quote Detail window will appear as it does in the
picture below.

SpellCheck (F7) is available within the Description field.

Enter the comment in the Description field, then click OK.

Adding Additional Text to a Quote

To add a block of Text to a quote, select Text in the Detail Type field. The Edit Detail
window will appear as it does in the picture below.

Select the Text Code you want to use. The Text will appear in the window so that
you can confirm that you have selected the correct Text. You can also indicate
whether you want the Text listed as a Comment or an Instruction. Click OK to add
the Text to the quote.

SpellCheck (F7) is available within the Description field.
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Bill To / Ship To Tab

The Bill To / Ship To tab of the Edit Quote window displays, in detail, the Bill To
and Ship To addresses for this quote.

The Bill To address is taken from the customer or prospect file. If there is a
permanent change in a customer’s Bill To address, you’ll want to edit the customer
file. If you only need to change it in rare circumstances, you can edit the address here
as needed. You can view and edit the customer file by clicking the Customer button.

Initially, when you enter the customer file this way, you will be in View mode and
the customer fields will be grayed out and cannot be edited. However, you can click
the Edit button to change to the edit mode and will be able to make the changes
desired.

The ability to edit customer files may depend on your user group
rights. If you cannot click an Edit button, you may not have the
right to change a customer file.

Changes made to the customer file will not be activated for this order; they will only
appear on subsequent orders.

Ship To addresses are only available for customers.

The Ship To address defaults to either the customer’s Bill To address, or, if there is a
Ship To address on file for this customer, with a blank Ship To code, then that
address is assumed to be the default Ship To address.

If you have additional Ship To addresses on file for this customer, you can change
the Ship To address using the Finder button. Or, you can manually edit the address
as needed.

If you edit one of the addresses, this change will only affect this quote. If you want to
permanently change a Bill To address, use the Edit Customer function.

If you belong to a Security Group that is able to add new customer ShipTo codes.on
the fly, you may enter the new code here and you will be prompted to enter the
address information. (Please refer to the online Help documentation for information
about Adagio Security Groups.)

NOTE: Ship-to addresses are available for customers only. Whether or not the Tab key will
visit the ShipTo code and name fields will depend on whether these fields are set to Enter on
New in your security group's Customer template (refer to the online Help documentation).
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Optional Tab

The Optional tab of the Edit Quotes window displays any optional fields you’ve set
up in the Company Profile's Optional Fields tab. Simply enter the values for your
optional fields as needed for each quote.

Additionally, for String fields 1 thru 3 (Optional text fields), you may create certain
rules for validating the information entered into these fields. If this has already been
done, you have to enter text that meets the validation rules for the particular field.
Refer to the online Help documentation for more information about setting up
Optional Filds Validation.

Notes Tab

This tab allows you to enter notes for the new quote. This Notes tab works in the
same manner as all notes features in Adagio modules. For more information on how
to use the Notes function, see your Adagio Fundamentals manual.

Adagio OrderEntry 8.1A and earlier does not support notes on
orders. Notes entered on quotes, therefore, will not be transferred to
orders. Future releases of OrderEntry will support notes. Typically
notes relating to quotes are not applicable to orders in any case.

Total Tab

The Total tab displays totals for the quote you have created, including discounts,
taxes and payments.

This window provides a synopsis of information on the quote. Most of these fields
cannot be edited, as they are automatically calculated. However, a discussion of the
fields that can be modified on this window appears in the table below.

Field Description

Estimated
weight

This field will display the total estimated weight of the quote.
This number is calculated by taking the Unit weight
information from all of the items in the detail lines and
adding them together.

Weight information can be modified in the item file.

Subtotal amount This field displays the pre-tax subtotal of all detail lines,
before any applicable discounts are deducted.
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Field Description

Discount Use this field to indicate a discount that should be applied to
the quote. If you want the discount to be a percentage of the
total, enter that percentage in the first field. If you prefer to
assign a flat dollar value for the discount, skip the first field
and enter the dollar value in the second field.

Total before tax This field displays the total of the quote, after discounts and
miscellaneous charges have been factored in, but before taxes
have been added.

Tax The total value of taxes to be applied to this quote will be
displayed here.

Total amount This field displays the total amount for the quote, after taxes
have been added in.

Terms code By default, this field displays the terms entered in the Header
tab of this quote.

This field can also be blank, if terms are not applicable either
to the customer or to this specific quote.

Discount base This field displays the amount of the quote upon which a
terms discount (such as 2%, net 10) will be based. You can
edit this amount if required.

If you are editing an existing quote, you can use the Revise button to create a new
quote that uses the same Quote number with a different revision quote (eg. -A, -B,
etc.) appended to it. This helps you track the number of revision levels a quote has
gone through.

Selecting the New Cost button, will reread the item records for the details already on
the quote and, if necessary (i.e. there's been a change since the quote was last posted),
update the Extended cost information for each detail on the quote.

You may change the Quote document into an .Order by selecting the Order button.
This invokes the Order From Quote window in which you specify the New Order

options. These are the same as those found on the Copy Quote window (refer to
page 6-145).

When you’re finished editing the tabs for a new quote, click OK to save the quote.
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Printing Quotes

Adagio SalesCQ gives you two different ways to print quotes. You can either print
individual quotes directly from the Edit Quotes list window, which is usually the
quickest way if you want to print just one quote. Or you can print a series of quotes
using the Print Quotes function on the Maintenance menu.

Printing individual quotes

You can print individual quotes directly from the Edit Quote list window. To do so,
just select a quote in the list and click the Print button. The Print Quote window will
open.

Field Description

Quote / Rev This field displays the quote number and revision number of
the selected quote you are printing.

Reprint quotes
already printed

Leave this option turned on if you want to be able to print
quotes that have already been printed.
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Field Description

Customer
preference

This field displays the preferences set for this customer or
prospect. It indicates the method(s) they prefer to receive
quotes, either printed, faxed, or emailed.

This field is for informational purposes, just so you can check
that you are sending them the quote by their preferred
method.

These preferences are set on the Quotes tab of the Edit
Customer window (or the Quotes tab of the Edit Prospect
window).

Specification
option

If you have a specification designed for this customer or
prospect and you have selected that specification for them on
the Edit Customer or Edit Prospect window, you can select
Use Customer Specification here. This will automatically use
the specification indicated in their customer/prospect file. If
so, you do not need to select a specification in the
Specification field below.

However, if you want to use a particular specification now, or
if you have not indicated in their customer/prospect file
which specification to use, select Use selected specification
here and then select the specification in the following field.

Selecting Use document specification forces the document to
print using the specification saved with the quote. This is
useful if you want to reprint a quote with the same
specification with which it was originally printed. If the
specification was not printed previously and a Specification
is not also selected, the default specification in the Company
Profile is used.

Specification If you have selected Use selected specification in the above
field, select the specification to use in this field.

Email cover This field is only used if you plan to email the quote and not
print the quote. Emailing quotes is discussed below. If you're
printing the quote, just ignore this field (leave it blank).

Click the Print button when you're ready to print the quote.
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Printing multiple quotes

If you want to print several quotes at a time, use the Print Quotes report found on
the Maintenance menu. This allows you to select a range of quotes using a wide
range of criteria that you select on the Print Quote window.

Quotes in the range will be selected where the customer or prospect preference
matches the print method you have chosen (eg. Print, Fax or, Email). If the method
you choose has not been selected in the customer or prospect record, it will not print.
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Emailing Quotes

Rather than printing quotes and mailing them, you can also email quotes. This works
in a very similar manner as printing quotes.

You must make sure that you have gone through the email setup
process before this function will work properly. Consult your
Adagio Fundamentals manual on how to do that.

Emailing a Quote

To email a quote to a customer or a prospect, select the quote on the Edit Quotes list
window and then click the Print button. The following Print Quote window will
give you additional options to email the quote, rather than print it.

The following table describes the fields on the Print Quote window with a
description of how to use this window to email a quote.

Field Description

Quote / Rev This field simply displays the quote number and revision
number of the selected quote you are emailing.
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Field Description

Reprint quotes
already printed

Leave this option turned on if you want to be able to email
quotes that have already been printed or emailed.

Customer
preference

This field displays the preferences set for this customer or
prospect. It indicates the method(s) they prefer to receive
quotes, either printed, faxed, or emailed.

This field is for informational purposes, just so you can check
that you are sending them the quote by their preferred
method.

These preferences are set on the Quotes tab of the Edit
Customer window (or the Quotes tab of the Edit Prospect
window).

Specification
option

If you have a specification designed for this customer or
prospect and you have selected that specification for them on
the Edit Customer or Edit Prospect window, you can select
Use Customer Specification here. This will automatically use
the specification indicated in their customer/prospect file. If
so, you do not need to select a specification in the
Specification field below.

If you selected Use Customer Specification, SalesCQ will
look at the customer or prospect file an choose the
specification listed on the Quotes tab for this document type.
If the customer or prospect has no specification on file,
SalesCQ will use the default specification listed in the
Company Profile.

However, if you want to use a particular specification now, or
if you have not indicated in their customer/prospect file
which specification to use, select Use selected specification
here and then select the specification in the following field.

Specification If you have selected Use selected specification in the above
field, select the specification to use in this field.
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Field Description

Email cover If you want to use an email cover sheet for the body of the
email, select the cover sheet here. Remember that the quote
itself is sent as an attachment. It's advisable to create and
include an email cover sheet that will become the body of the
email itself, usually describing the fact that the quote is
attached to the email.

Click the Email button when you're ready to email the quote. The Email Print
Options window will open.

In the Send to field, indicate which email address you want to send the email to,
either the email address for the Billing address in the customer/prospect file, or the
email address for the Ship to address in the customer/prospect file.

If you want to send the email straight away, select Now in the Email field. If you
want to add the email to the Email Queue and send it later with others, select Add to
Queue.

Click OK when you're ready. The email will be sent or added to the queue. You can
now close the Print Quote window by clicking the Close button.
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The Email Queue

The Email cue can be used to collect several outgoing email messages so that you can
send them all at once. If you're sending many email quotes this might be a more
efficient way to do it. It's also very useful if you are not connected to the Internet at
all times. You can send your emails to the queue, and then connect to the Internet
and send them all at once.

To open the Email Queue window, select Email Queue from the Email menu. This
window lists all the emails that are currently queued for sending. You can sort the
emails by Status, Date, or Customer by selecting the appropriate radio button in the
Sort by field.

If you double-click on an email listed in the window, the Edit Email Entry window
will open. Here you can edit the email address and cover sheet if necessary.

The Status field at the top of this window is also useful. For example, if you wanted
to hold off on sending a particular email in the queue but you wanted to send all the
others, open up the email entry in the list and select Holding in the Status field. The
email will not be sent from the queue until this status is changed.

Sending one email from the queue

If you want to send just one email from the queue, select the email entry in the list
and click the Send button. You will be asked to confirm that you want to send the
email. Click Yes to confirm.

The Email Queue
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Sending multiple emails from the queue

If you want to send multiple emails from the queue (but not all of them), you can
multi-select email entries in the list.

To select a range, click the first and last email entry in the list while holding down
the SHIFT key on your keyboard. If you want to select non-contiguous emails in the
list, hold down the CTRL key on your keyboard while clicking on email entries in the
list.

Now click the Send button. You will be asked to confirm that you want to send the
emails. Click Yes to confirm.

Sending all queued emails at once

If you want to send all the queued emails at once, just click the Send All button. You
will be asked to confirm that you want to send the email. Click Yes to confirm.

You will have to make sure that you don't have multiple email
entries selected in the list otherwise the Send All button will be
inactive. This is to avoid confusion when sending multiple emails
but not all emails.

Previewing emails

If you want to preview an email's quote before you send it, select the email item in
the list and click the View button. This will open the quote (in PDF document
format) on your computer.

Deleting all completed emails

Once an email has been sent its status will change to Completed. You can keep the
email entries in the queue list if you would like to keep a record of them. They won't
be sent again because their status has been changed to Completed. But if the queue
list gets crowded with too many entries, you can delete all completed emails from the
list by clicking the Clear button. As a precaution, you will be asked to confirm that
you want to delete all completed emails from the queue listing. Click Yes to confirm.

Re-sending an email from the queue

From time to time you may need to re-send an email if, for example, your customer
or prospect did not receive the email at their end. To do this, all you need to do is
open the email entry in the list by double-clicking it, and changing its status. Select
To Send in the Status field.
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Creating Quote Templates

Quote templates can save you a great deal of time if you find yourself creating
similar quotes over and over again. If so, create a quote template that contains all the
elements that are common to that quote.

Quote Templates should not be confused with Quote Entry
Templates. A Quote Template is an actual quote that you create
which you can use to "copy" to a new quote, thus saving you from
having to create a new one from scratch. But Quote Entry
Templates allow you to speed up data entry when creating new
quotes by automatically skipping certain fields when using the Tab
key, and/or by using default values for certain fields.

To create a new quote template, first open the Edit Quotes window by selecting
Quotes from the Edit menu. Then select the Templates tab. There you will see a list
of all the quote templates you currently have set up on your system.

To create a new template, click the New button. To edit an existing template, select it
in the list and click the Edit button, or just double-click the template in the list. The
New Quote window will open.

Creating Quote Templates
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At the top of this window, make sure you have Template selected, otherwise you
will be creating a new quote. Below that, select whether you want this to be a
template for Customers or Prospects.

If you wish, you can actually select a specific customer or prospect and a Ship to
address. Or you can leave them blank so that you can use the template for any
customer or prospect. Click OK when you're ready.

This will open the New Template Quote window. This window will look just like
the New Quote window, except this time you can leave any fields blank. Just change
the fields on the window to make your template and click OK when you're done.

Creating quote templates by copying quotes

You can also create quote templates by copying existing quotes. Just click on a quote
on the Quotes tab of the Edit Quotes window, then click the Copy button. The Copy
Quote window will open. Here you have the option to copy the quote to a template,
which will create a new template based on the quote you had selected.

Creating Quote Templates
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Using Quote Templates

To create a new open quote based on a quote template, essentially what you do is
copy the quote template to a new open quote.

1) First, go to the Edit Quotes window and click on the Templates tab.

2) Select a template in the list that you want to use as the template for your new
open quote.

3) Then click the Copy button and the Copy Template Quote window will open.

4) Under the Copy to heading, select Open since in this example we are creating a
new open quote based on the template.

5) Under the New Quote heading, you will likely see a customer or a prospect
already selected. This data is from the template we're using. You can however
select a different customer or prospect if you need to. First select the appropriate
Customer or Prospect radio button, then select the customer number or prospect
number and a ship to address, if desired.

6) The Quote field is used to indicate a quote number and a revision number if
needed. The default entry is AUTO, which will automatically create a new quote
number for you. But if you wish you can manually enter a quote number and
revision number in the field to the right.
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7) When you're ready, click the OK button. You will be asked to confirm that you
want to create a new quote. Click Yes to confirm.
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Copying Quotes to OrderEntry

Once a sale for a quote has been made, you can easily create an order in Adagio
OrderEntry by transferring the quote to OrderEntry. This saves you from having to
manually enter the order in OrderEntry.

Transferring a quote to OrderEntry

1) First, open the Edit Quotes window by clicking the Quotes button on the main
toolbar.

2) Select in the list the quote that you want to transfer to OrderEntry.

3) Click the Order button and the Order Form window will open.

4) If you wish to, you can select the Delete original quote field to indicate that you
want to delete the original quote from the open quotes list.

Another option would be to not delete the quote and later copy the
quote into History. See the section in Chapter 6 that explains how
to copy quotes into history.

Leave all the other fields at their defaults. Since you want to create an order
based on this quote, you probably don't want to alter it in any way.

5) Click OK. You will be asked to confirm that you want to transfer the quote. Click
Yes to proceed. You will now find that a new order has been created in
OrderEntry based on the quote you selected.

Copying Quotes to OrderEntry
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The Transfer date and the new Order Number will be created by
OrderEntry when the new order is created. Depending on your
selection on the Company Profile, the original quote number may be
copied to a comment line of the new order, or to optional text fields,
or the order reference field. See the section on the Quotes tab of the
Company Profile in Chapter 3 for more information.
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Chapter 6

Periodic Processing

In this chapter we'll explain all the tasks that should be done on a periodic basis, such
as at the end of each month, or at the end of each fiscal period, and at year end. This
includes:

• Copying quotes to history
• Deleting quotes
• Purging Notes
• Running the Period End function
• Running the Year End function
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Copying Quotes to History

Once a sale has been made and a quote has been closed, you might want to copy that
quote into History. And, you might also want to keep track of some quotes that were
not closed because you may want a record of previous quotes for some customers.
Copying quotes into History allows you to keep all this data in your system but
move the quotes out of the open quotes list so they're not crowding the list.

To do this you simply copy the quote into a new History quote and when you do,
you can have SalesCQ automatically delete the original quote from the open quotes
list.

SalesCQ offers you two ways of doing this. You can copy a single quote into history,
or you can copy many quotes into history based on criteria you provide. We'll
describe how to do both here.

The Copy Quotes function on the Maintenance menu can be used to copy many
quotes into History at once. For example, as we described in chapter 5, you could use
this function to copy several quotes in one go. But you can also use this function to
copy to and from all different types of quotes.

• Copy open quotes to template quotes�create several new templates based on
the open quotes you're copying

• Copy open quotes to history quotes

• Copy template quotes to open quotes�create several new open quotes based
on template quotes

• Copy template quotes to history quotes�copy or move several template
quotes into history

Copying a single quote to a new history quote

1) First, open the Edit Quotes window by clicking the Quotes button on the main
toolbar.

2) Select in the list the quote that you want to copy into History.

3) Click the Copy button and the Copy Quote window will open.

Copying Quotes to History
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4) Make sure you select History under the Copy to heading.

Select the Delete original quote field to indicate that you want to delete the
original quote from the open quotes list.

Leave all the other fields at their defaults. Since you want to keep a record of this
quote, you don't want to alter it in any way.

5) Click OK. You will be asked to confirm that you want to copy the quote. Click
Yes to proceed.

Copying multiple quotes into history

1) First, open the Copy Quotes window by selecting Maintenance | Copy Quotes.

2) In the Copy field at the top of this window, select the copy option that you want
to use. For this example, we're copying Open quotes to history quotes.

3) If you want the new quotes to have new quote numbers, make sure that the field
Create a new quote number is switched on.

4) If you want to delete the original quotes you are copying (which you might want
to do if you were copying quotes into history), select Delete original quote.

Copying Quotes to History
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5) If you want to prevent creating duplicate quotes, turn on the option Overwrite
existing quote. For example, if you were copying several open quotes to
template quotes, and you think there may be some template quotes already like
some of the quotes in the range you've selected, you might want to turn this
option on so you don't create duplicates.

6) Under the Quote selection heading are several fields that allow you to define a
range of quotes that you want to copy into history and delete from the open
quotes list. For example, you can select a range of Quote dates. This would allow
you to copy all open quotes that were created before a certain date. In that case,
select that date in the second, or "Ending" Quote dates field.

Of course you can further refine your criteria by selecting a range of customers
or prospects, or any of the other options these fields offer.

To be copied, a quote must meet all the conditions of Transferred, Expired,
Printed and Rejected you select. For example, if you select Transferred and
Printed, only transferred quotes that have also been printed will be copied.

7) Click the Proceed button when you're ready. You will be asked to confirm. Click
Yes to proceed.
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Deleting Quotes

The Delete Quotes function is where you can delete a range of quotes all at once. Of
course, you could also use the Delete button on the Quotes list window if you
wanted to delete individual quotes (that is, if your user group has been granted
access to the Delete button on the Quotes list window). But the Delete Quotes
function on the Maintenance menu can save you time if you need to delete several
quotes at once.

It allows you to delete a range of open quotes, template quotes, history quotes, or any
combination of different types of quotes.

1) Open the Delete Quotes window by selecting Delete Quotes from the
Maintenance menu.

2) Select a range of quotes by using the Starting and Ending fields. You can select a
range of customers, prospects, quotes, revisions, salespeople, quote dates, or any
combination of any of these.

3) To be selected for deletion, a quote must meet all of the conditions (eg.
Transferred, Expired, Printed and Rejected) you select. For example, if you
select Expired and Printed, only quotes that have expired and have also been
printed will be deleted.

Deleting Quotes
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4) In the Quote types and Quote statuses boxes, select which types of quotes you
want to include in your range to delete.

5) When you're ready, click the Proceed button. Adagio SalesCQ will ask you to
confirm that you want to delete this range of quotes. Click Yes to proceed.

Deleting Quotes
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Purging Notes

Occasionally, you will want to purge your customer and prospect notes, to remove
outdated notes from the Notes tabs in the Edit | Customers and Edit | Prospects
functions. Purging notes periodically will prevent your database from getting too
large.

The Purge Notes function allows you to selectively purge your customer and
prospect notes from the Maintenance menu.

The steps involved in using this function are outlined below.

1) To use this function, select Purge Notes from the Maintenance menu. The
following window appears.

2) The following options are provided for you:

Field Description

Notes type Indicate whether you want to purge notes for your
Customers or Prospects.

Purging Notes
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Field Description

Customers/
Prospects

The name of this field will change depending on whether you
have selected Customers or Prospects in the Notes type field
above.

Choose a starting and ending range of customer or prospect
numbers.

� If you wanted to purge all notes, regardless of number,
based on the note date, you would accept the defaults
here.

� If you wanted to purge only notes for a particular
customer or prospect, you would enter that company’s
number in both the Starting and Ending fields.

� Or, select a range of vendors if you want the notes for
multiple customers or prospects purged.

User As with the customer/prospect number, enter a starting and
ending range of user IDs, to delete only notes entered into the
customer or prospect files by specific users.

Older than Use this field to restrict the deletion of notes to only notes
that are older than the date entered here. By default, the
program will delete notes that are more than one year old,
but you can change this value to any date you wish.

3) When you’ve set your purge ranges, click Proceed. Adagio will purge the
customer notes that fell within the ranges you specified, and then will let you
know that the purge process is complete.

Purging Notes
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Period End Processing

Period End Processing should be run at the end of each month or fiscal period, and
Year End Processing should be run at the end of each year. Running period end
functions will set Period-to-Date totals to zero in your customer and prospect
statistics.

Running Period End will make some major changes to your data. It
is highly recommended that you make a backup of your data before
running the period end process.

Before you run Period End Processing, you should first back up your Adagio data.
You might also consider printing the Win/Loss Analysis Report and the Profit
Analysis Report.

Running the Period End function will set period to date totals to zero for sales
history.

To run the Period End function:

Select Period End Processing from the Maintenance menu.

Adagio SalesCQ will first warn you to run a backup of your data before you run
Period End Processing. If you have already run a backup of your data, just click Yes
to indicate that you want to continue with the Period End function.

The function will run and a window will show you the function's progress. SalesCQ
will indicate a that the process is complete. Just click OK to close this window.

Period End Processing
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Year End Processing

To transfer current totals to prior year totals, you must run the Year End function.

Running Period End will make some major changes to your Adagio
SalesCQ data. It is highly recommended that you make a backup of
your data before running the period end process.

Running the Year End function will:

• Move year-to-date totals to prior year’s totals in customer and prospect
statistics

• Set Period End and year-to-date totals to zero

To run the Year End function:

Select Year End Processing from the Maintenance menu.

Adagio SalesCQ will first warn you to run a backup of your data before you run
Period End Processing. If you have already run a backup of your data, just click Yes
to indicate that you want to continue with the Period End function.

The function will run and a window will show you the function's progress. SalesCQ
will indicate a that the process is complete. Just click OK to close this window.

Year End Processing
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Chapter 7

Inquiry Functions

Adagio SalesCQ integrates with Adagio Receivables, Adagio OrderEntry and
Adagio Inventory. From right within Adagio SalesCQ, you can view customer, item,
order, and invoice information from these other Adagio modules by going to the
Inquiries menu.

This menu also gives you access to an Inquiry function for quotes. In this chapter
we’ll explore how to use the Inquiry functions.
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Viewing Quotes

The first function on the Inquiries menu is Display Quotes. This will open the View
Quotes window which displays a list of all the quotes currently in the system. This
function allows users to view the quotes but does not allow them to edit the quotes.

This function is useful if you have members of your staff who need to view quotes
but not edit them. Using the User Setup functions you could block them from the
Edit Quotes function but allow them access to the Inquiry functions (see the online
Help documentation or Adagio Fundamentals manual for more information on the
User Setup functions).

To view a quote, select it in the list and click the View button, or double-click the
quote in the list. This will open the View Quote window. This window is similar to
the Edit Quote window except that none of the fields can be edited.

Records in this grid may also be selected for display and sorted based on criteria you
define in the Edit Filters function. Please refer to the online Help documentation for
more information about Working with Filters.

Viewing Quotes
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If the quote you're viewing is a quote for a prospect, you will see a Prospect button
on the right-hand side of the window. This button gives you quick access to the View
Prospect window for this prospect. If the quote you're viewing is a quote for a
customer, you will see a Customer button instead, which will open the View
Customer window for the customer.

Please refer to the online Adagio Receivables help documentation or manual for
detailed descriptions of the fields within the Customer tabs, and to the Adagio
SalesCQ online Help or Chapter 4 of this manual for detailed descriptions of each of
the Prospect tabs.

You will also notice that the View Quote window has Next and Previous buttons.
Click the Next button if you want to view the next quote in the list. Click the
Previous button if you want to move backward in the list.

Viewing Quotes
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Viewing Documents

The Display Orders/Invoices/Credit Notes function on the Inquiries menu allows
you to display document and transaction detail information from Adagio
OrderEntry.

Viewing Orders

The Orders Inquiry function allows you to view orders, invoices and credit notes.
Select Inquiries | Display Orders/Invoices/Credit Notes to open the Inquiry
window.

Select an order in the list, then click the View button. This will open a window which
looks exactly the same as Adagio OrderEntry’s Edit Order window, except this
window will not allow you to change any of the information. See the Adagio
OrderEntry online Help documentation or manual for more information on the Edit
Order window.

You will notice that this window has Next and Previous buttons. Click the Next
button if you want to view data for the next order in the list. Click the Previous
button if you want to move backward in the list.

The window also has a handy Customer button. Clicking this button will open the
View Customer window for the customer in the selected document.

Viewing Documents
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Viewing Invoices and Credit Notes

To view an invoice or a credit note, click the Invoice tab or the Credit Note tab to
bring it to the front. Then select the invoice or credit note and click the View button.
Again, these windows will not allow you to edit the information, but they are the
same as the Edit Invoice window and the Edit Credit Note window in Adagio
OrderEntry. See the Adagio OrderEntry manual for complete information.

Creating new quotes based on orders and invoices

You can create new quotes based on existing orders and invoices. This is a great way
to save yourself time. For example, if you know there's an order in the system that is
similar to a quote you need to create, select the order in the list and click the Quote
button. This will open the Create Quote from Order window.

Field Description

Order /
Customer /
Ship to

The first three fields on this window simply show you
information about the selected document you are basing your
new quote on. It displays the order number, customer
number, and ship to address.

Viewing Documents
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Field Description

Quote type:

Open /
Template /
History

The second section of this window is where you can select
what type of quote you want to create. You can create a new
Open quote based on the selected order, a new Template
quote, or a new History quote, which you might do if you
just wanted to keep the data in your system, but out of the
way from the open quotes.

New Quote:

Customer /
Prospect

Indicate whether you are creating a new quote for a
Customer or a Prospect.

Your selection will affect the fields below.

Customer You will only see the Customer field if you have selected
Customer from the above radio buttons. If so, select the
customer for this quote.

Prospect You will only see the Prospect field if you have selected
Prospect from the above radio buttons. If so, select the
prospect for this quote.

Ship to If required, select the appropriate ship to address for this
quote.

NOTE: Ship To addresses are available for customers only.

Quote If you want Adagio SalesCQ to automatically assign a new
quote number, leave this field at its default value, which is
AUTO. Or, if you want you can assign a quote number
manually by entering the number and the revision code in the
following field.

NOTE: The Revision Code style is set in the Company
Profile (see page

Update item
information and
pricing

If the order was entered a while ago, there may have been
changes made in the item in Adagio Inventory since the item
was added to the order. Most importantly, the price may
have changed. In most cases, you would want to quote the
current market price when copying the order to a quote. In
that case, you’d want to update the price when copying the
order to a quote. If so, turn this option on.

Viewing Documents
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When you're ready to create a new quote based on the selected order, click the OK
button. You will be prompted to confirm. Click Yes to continue. You will now find
that your new quote will be listed in the Edit Quotes window -- either on the Quotes
tab if you chose to create a new open quote or on the Templates or History tabs if
you chose to create any of those types of quotes.

Creating new quotes based on existing invoices

The process for creating a new quote based on an existing invoice is the same as
described above. Select an invoice from the Invoice tab on the Display
Orders/Invoices/Credit Notes window, then click the Quote button. Follow the steps
as described above.

Viewing Documents
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Viewing History

Like the Order Inquiry function (see page 7-156), the History Inquiry function allows
you to view historical orders, invoices and credit notes from Adagio OrderEntry, and
to restore posted documents as Quotes. However, the Display History function also
lets you:

• view documents sorted by their Reference information and
• display historic sales information for items.

Select Inquiries | Display History to open the Display History window (you can
also just click the History button from the main toolbar).

Records in this grid may also be selected for display and sorted based on criteria you
define in the Edit Filters function. Please refer to the online Help documentation for
more information about Working with Filters.

Restoring Documents as Quotes

The Restore option allows you to make a posted order, invoice, or credit note from
Adagio OrderEntry active again as a quote within Adagio SalesCQ. It can then be
edited in Sales CQ. You can restore right from the document list, as above, by
selecting the document in the list and clicking Quote. As this is the same function as
found in Display Orders/Invoices/Credit notes, please refer to page 7-157 for more
information.

Viewing History
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Using the Reference Tab

The History Inquiry function also includes an additional Reference tab, which sorts
historical documents by their reference number.

This allows you to search for historical documents based on their reference
information. The Reference field is often used to store the purchase order number for
the order.

Scrolling Through the Document List

You will notice that this window has Next and Previous buttons. Click the Next
button if you want to view data for the next order in the list. Click the Previous
button if you want to move backward in the list.

Using the Items Tab

The Items tab lets you display historic sales information for items, customers and
invoices. The item(s) must exist on an order, Invoice and/or Credit Note within
History within the particular date period being reported on.

Viewing History
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Complete the fields according to the following table:

Field Description

Show Documents Select which document types you want item sales
history to be reported for: Orders, Invoices and/or
Credit Notes.

Sort by
Item number /
Customer number /
Invoice date

Enter a starting and ending range for as many of the
selection Sort by criteria.

NOTE: A range that starts at 'blank' and ends in z's for
both the Item and Customer number fields indicates that all
records should be reported on for that criterion.

Period Select the date period to be included in the results.
You may select from Last Month, Last Year, MTD or
YTD.

After you've entered your criteria, click the Load History button to display the
results found in your data.

You may use the ExcelDirect button to export the results in the grid to an Excel
workbook if Microsoft Excel is installed.

To review the detail for an item on any of the displayed documents, highlight the
document and click the View button. This will take you directly into the View
Orders/Invoices/Credit Notes function wherein you can review the documents in
their entirety.

Viewing History
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Viewing Items

The Item Inquiry feature in Adagio SalesCQ allows you to view information about
items without being able to edit the information. The Inquiry function gathers all
information about the selected items and places it in one window – on several tabs –
so that you can find the information you need quickly.

Selecting Inquiries | Display Items displays all information about items except the
cost and sales data. Selecting Inquiries | Display Items With Cost displays
information that is not available in the Edit Items function, including more tabs to
allow for the cost and sales data.

An Edit Notes button is available on the item inquiry grids that allows you to create
and edit Notes for an item, while not changing any of the other item information.

Item Inquiry

To view items without displaying the cost and sales totals, select Items from the
Inquiries menu. The Items list window opens. This window lists all items currently
in your database.

Select the item in the list that you want to view, then click the View button (or just
double-click the item in the list). The Item Inquiry window opens.

Viewing Items
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You will notice that this window has Next and Previous buttons. Click the Next
button if you want to view data for the next item in the Item list. Click the Previous
button if you want to move backward in the Item list.

Most of the information displayed in the Items Inquiry window
was created when you added the item to your inventory using the
Edit Items function in Adagio Inventory or Adagio OrderEntry. See
either of those manuals for more information. The Item Inquiry
window has seven tabs, which are described below.

Profile Tab

The Profile tab (see picture above) displays general information about the item,
including the item number, category code, unit weight, tax status and additional
information. This tab is used primarily for identifying the item.

Units/Pricing Tab

The Units/Pricing tab displays information about stocking units, pricing units,
costing units and alternative units.

It also includes the pricing system for the item, with details on the item’s discount or
markup pricing system.

Sales/Shipping Tab

The Sales/Shipping tab contains sales information including pricing units, base
price, previous price and sale price.

It also includes shipping information, with last shipment date, last receipt date,
average shipping days and average units shipped.

Quantities Tab

This tab will not display if Inventory Control data is not present. But if you do have
IC data, this tab displays all locations allowed for the selected item, with quantity on
hand, picking sequences and other data, for each location. Grand totals for the item
are displayed at the bottom.

Vendors Tab

The Vendors tab displays the primary and secondary vendors for the selected item.

Alt Prices Units Tab

This tab displays alternate units and alternate pricing for the selected item.

Viewing Items
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Alt Items Tab

This tab displays all alternate items, which are shipped in replace of “out of stock”
items.

Notes Tab

This tab displays all notes that have been saved for this item.

Optional Tab and Image Tab

Depending on your setup, the Item Inquiry window may also include an Optional
tab which includes optional fields from Adagio Inventory, and an Image tab which
will display an image of the item if one has been assigned to the item.

Item Inquiry with Sales and Cost

This function is similar to the Item Inquiry function, but includes more tabs with
sales and cost totals. These extra tabs are described below.

Sales History Tab

This tab lists the sales history for the selected item, including quantities sold, sales
amounts and actual costs for each financial period.

Costing Tab

The Costing tab gives details on costing for the selected item, including costing unit,
standard cost, recent cost and costing method.

The lot quantity and cost grid only displays for items using FIFO or
LIFO costing methods.

Reorder Data Tab

This tab will not display if Inventory Control data is not present. But if you do have
IC data, this tab lists all the reorder data for the selected item including minimum
and maximum levels, reorder quantities and projected sales.

Alt Prices/Cost Tab

The Alt Prices/Cost tab gives alternate price list data, including pricing and costing.

Viewing Items
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Purchase Orders Tab

This tab only displays if PurchaseOrders for Adagio data exists. It allows you to
view all types of purchasing document transactions, sorted by document type and
code within type.

Viewing Items
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Viewing Customers

The customer inquiry function is a pared down version of the Edit | Customers
feature. In this function, you can view customer information, search for customers,
and scroll through the list of customers, without having the ability to create or edit
customers.

This allows you to use the security features to prevent some users from being able to
modify customer files or add new customers, and yet still be able to view customer
data and search on customer information. (See the Group Setup and User Setup topics
in the online Help documentation or Adagio Fundamentals manual for more
information on security.)

To use the customer inquiry function, go to the Inquiries menu and select
Customers. From the Customer List that appears, select the customer of interest, or
use the search function to find a particular customer. You can also scroll through the
vendor list by opening one customer file and then using the Previous and Next
buttons.

The fields in the Contact Info section are only available in SalesCQ
and cannot be accessed in Receivables or other modules, unless you
are using Adagio Receivables 9.0A or higher. If so, the Contact Info
for customers is also available within the Adagio Receivables 9.0A
customer.

Similarly, the Quotes tab is only available in SalesCQ and cannot
be accessed in Receivables or other modules, regardless of the
version of Adagio Receivables you are using.

Please refer to your Adagio Receivables online Help documentation or manual for
detailed information about Customer tabs.

Please refer to Chapter 4 of this manual for detailed information about the Contacts
and Quotes tabs.

Viewing Customers
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Viewing Prospects

The prospects inquiry function is a pared down version of the Edit | Prospects
feature. In this function, you can view prospect information, search for prospects,
and scroll through the list of prospects, without having the ability to create or edit
prospects.

This allows you to use the security features to prevent some users from being able to
modify prospect files or add new prospects, and yet still be able to view prospect
data and search on prospect information. (See the Group Setup and User Setup topics
in the Adagio Fundamentals manual for more information on security.)

To use the prospect inquiry function, go to the Inquiries menu and select Prospects.
From the Prospect List that appears, select the prospect of interest, or use the search
function to find a particular prospect. You can also scroll through the vendor list by
opening one prospect file and then using the Previous and Next buttons.

Viewing Prospects
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Viewing the Scan List

The Inquiry Scan List function allows you to view the contents of current scan lists
without the ability to edit the information. To access this function, select Inquiries |
Display Scan List.

This allows you to use the security features to prevent some users from being able to
modify the scan lists, and yet still be able to view them. (See the Group Setup and User
Setup topics in the Adagio Fundamentals manual for more information on security.)

Just select a Scan List using the Scan criteria field and the list of customers and/or
prospects that meet the criteria for the scan will appear in the grid.

If the Scan List is currently empty, the View Scan List window will
also be empty. Someone will first have to run the Scan function
before any customers or prospects will appear in the View Scan
List. See Chapter 5 for more information on how to use the Scan
List function.

To view a customer or prospect on the scan list, select that company on the list, then
click the View button. The View Customer / View Prospect window will open. This
window is the same as the primary customer and prospect edit functions described
in Chapter 4, except that you will not be able to edit the customer/prospect.

Viewing the Scan List
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Adagio GridView

Users of Adagio GridView 8.0 or higher and Adagio SalesCQ can add custom views
created in Adagio GridView to the Inquiry menu in SalesCQ.

To use this feature, create a Workspace in GridView containing one or more Views
and save the Workspace (.gvs file) and the View (.gv files) it uses to
x:\Softrak\ACWIN\Views (where, in a network situation, x: would be the drive
mapped to the server where the Adagio software is installed).

Adagio GridView
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Chapter 8

Reports

General Report Information

Print Destination

Each Adagio Report window contains a Destination Options section. This section
allow you to select the destination options for your print job. Depending on the type
of document you are printing, you can print to Screen, Printer, or File. If you select
File, you will need to enter a file name and directory.

The name of the printer to which you're printing is also displayed here.

Report Options

Adagio gives you control over the format of all reports. The report option allow you
to set date and time formats, toggle headers and footers, and add shading to your
reports, etc..

To access the report options, select User Preferences from the File menu. For more
information about the report options, refer to the online Help documentation which
describes this feature in detail.

Previewing Reports

Whenever you want to print anything in Adagio SalesCQ, you are given an
opportunity to preview that document.
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When you select the Preview option, the report will be printed to your screen, and
displayed for you in the Preview window.

• The arrow keys will allow you to scroll through pages of the document.
Information about the number of pages is also displayed here, such as 1 of 2,
to indicate this is the first of two pages in the document.

• The Page Size button allows you to change the page magnification.
• The smallest of three sizes will display the entire page in the window; the

middle size will display the entire width of the page in the window; the
largest size will display the document at full size. Click this button until
you’ve reached the desired page size.

• Click the Print button to print the document.
• Export the report by clicking the first of two Export buttons.

If Adagio ePrint is installed and you see any of the EP button, EP Options button, EP
Print button, EP Email button or the Report Type field, please refer to Adagio
SalesCQ's online Help documentation and the Printing Reports topic.

Without ever printing the report, you may set up the print window with your
preferences and then save the report as a Favorite (yellow star button) to be printed
at a later time or within a Report Set. Please refer to the Reports Overview, Favorites
and Report Sets topics within the online Help documentation for Adagio SalesCQ.

General Report Information
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General Reports

The first group of reports under the Reports menu are the General Reports. These
reports are used to print information from your data which is useful to file and keep
for your records.

• Quote Statuses
• Callback Codes
• Text
• Reason Codes
• Customer Notes
• Prospect Notes
• Scan List Notes
• Company Profile data

All of these reports use the standard Reports windows which you will find are the
same throughout all Adagio modules. Some of the General Reports, like the Callback
Codes Report, include an option to select a range of data to include in the report. This
allows you to print just a selection of the data if you don't need to print all the data
for the given report.

Quote Status Report

To print a list of the Quote Statuses you currently have set up on your system, use
the Quote Status report. To print this report, select General Reports | Quote
Statuses from the Reports menu. Click the Print button to print the report or click
the Preview button to preview the report on your screen.

Callback Codes Report

To print a list of the Callback Codes you currently have set up on your system, select
General Reports | Callback Codes from the Reports menu. You can select a range of
Callback Codes using the Starting and Ending fields. Or if you want to include all
Callback Codes in the report, leave these fields as they are. Click the Print button to
print the report or click the Preview button to preview the report on your screen.

Text Report

To print a list of the Text you currently have set up on your system, select General
Reports | Text from the Reports menu. You can select a range of Text using the
Starting and Ending fields. Or if you want to include all Text in the report, leave
these fields as they are. Click the Print button to print the report or click the Preview
button to preview the report on your screen.

General Reports
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Reason Codes Report

To print a list of the Reason Codes you currently have set up on your system, select
General Reports | Reason Codes from the Reports menu. You can select a range of
Reason Codes using the Starting and Ending fields. Or if you want to include all
Reason Codes in the report, leave these fields as they are. Click the Print button to
print the report or click the Preview button to preview the report on your screen.

Customer Notes Report

To print a list of the Customer Notes you currently have set up on your system, select
General Reports | Customer Notes from the Reports menu. You can select a range
of Customers, Users, and/or Dates using the Starting and Ending fields.

If you want to include the entire text of all the notes including the extended notes,
select Extended from the Note format radio buttons.

If you want to print the notes from just the last 30 days, enter the number 30 (or any
other number of days) in the Most recent.... Notes field.

Click the Print button to print the report or click the Preview button to preview the
report on your screen.

Prospect Notes Report

This report works in the same manner as the Customer Notes Report as described
above. To run this report, select General Reports | Prospect Notes from the Reports
menu.

Scan List Notes Report

To print a list of the Notes for all the customers and/or prospects on the current Scan
List you have set up on your system, select General Reports | Scan List Notes from
the Reports menu.

First, select the Scan List you want to print Notes from.

If you want to include the entire text of all the notes including the extended notes,
select Extended from the Note format radio buttons.

If you want to print the notes from just the last 30 days, enter the number 30 (or any
other number of days) in the Most recent.... Notes field.

Click the Print button to print the report or click the Preview button to preview the
report on your screen.

General Reports
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Company Profile Report

This report can be accessed by selecting Company Profile from the Reports |
General Reports menu. This report prints all of your Company Profile settings.
When you’re ready to proceed, click Print.

General Reports
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Transaction & Analysis Reports

Customer List and Statistics Report

This report prints a customer listing and customer statistics, if desired. To print this
report, select Customer List and Statistics from the Reports | Transaction and
Analysis Reports menu.

When you select this option, the following dialog box appears.

The following table describes the fields on this window:

Field Description

Print these itemss Here you will see several checkboxes. Select which items you
want to include on the report.

Transaction & Analysis Reports
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Field Description

Sort options The Sort options fields allow you to select several different
ways to sort and list data on the report. Use the drop-down
lists on the left hand side to select a field to sort by. Then use
the corresponding Starting and Ending fields to indicate a
range to include in the report.

Page Breaks To force a page break each time a sort field changes, click on
the appropriate page break checkbox. For example, if your
first Sort option selected is Salesperson, then the first page
break option will read Salesperson as well. Turning this
page break option on will cause SalesCQ to insert a page
break each time it reaches a new salesperson's data in the
report.

Prospect List and Statistics Report

This report prints a prospect listing and prospect statistics, if desired. To print this
report, select Prospect List and Statistics from the Reports | Transaction and
Analysis Reports menu.

This window is similar to the Print Customer List and Statistics report window.

Field Description

Print these items Here you will see several checkboxes. Select which items you
want to include on the report.

Sort options The Sort options fields allow you to select several different
ways to sort and list data on the report. Use the drop-down
lists on the left hand side to select a field to sort by. Then use
the corresponding Starting and Ending fields to indicate a
range to include in the report.

Page Breaks To force a page break each time a sort field changes, click on
the appropriate page break checkbox. For example, if your
first Sort option selected is Salesperson, then the first page
break option will read Salesperson as well. Turning this
page break option on will cause SalesCQ to insert a page
break each time it reaches a new salesperson's data in the
report.

Transaction & Analysis Reports
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Scan List Report

The Print Scan List report will print a scan list you have saved in your data. This can
be useful if you want to take a Scan List with you on the road to use later or follow
up with from another location where you don't have Adagio SalesCQ.

To print this report, select Scan List from the Reports | Transaction and Analysis
Reports menu.

Field Description

Scan criteria Select the Scan List you want to print.

Print these items Here you will see several checkboxes. Select which items you
want to include for each customer/prospect in the Scan List.

Quote List Report

You can use this report to print out several quotes for your own use. This report
should not be confused with the Maintenance | Print Quotes function. That function
should only be used when printing/faxing/emailing quotes to be sent to the
customer or prospect. When you do this, the quotes will then be marked as "Printed."

However, this report should be used when you want to print out a number of quotes
for your own internal use or record keeping.
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To run this report, select Quotes from the Reports | Transaction and Analysis
Reports menu. The Print Quote List window will open.

The following table describes the fields on the Print Quotes window:

Field Description

Quote type Select the quote type you want to print: Open, Historical, or
Open/Hist which will include both.

Revisions Indicate whether you want to include All revisions of quotes,
or the Most recent only revision of quotes.

Sort by Select a sorting sequence for your report. Use the drop-down
lists on the left hand side to select a field to sort by. Then use
the corresponding Starting and Ending fields to indicate a
range to include in the report.

Transaction & Analysis Reports
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Field Description

Quote status These checkboxes allow you to include or exclude quotes
with certain quote statuses. Select which statuses you want
included.

The options in this field are created by the system
administrator using the Edit Quote Statuses function.

Additional
information

You can have additional information included in your report
such as Customer information, Addresses, Details, and
Detail Notes. Select which information you want included.

Quote state These checkboxes allow you to include or exclude quotes
with certain states. Select which states you want included.

First sort options If you want to include a subtotal each time the report reaches
the end of a sort option you selected above, turn the Show
subtotals option on.

If you want to insert a page break each time the report
reaches the end of a sort option, turn the Page break option
on.
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Win/Loss Analysis Report

The Win/Loss Analysis Report is a highly useful report to analyze the number and
value of quotes that were closed versus the quotes that remain open. The report can
be sorted by salesperson, territory, report group, and other fields. It can even include
charts that display the percentage of quotes won and lost.

To print this report, select Reports | Win/Loss Analysis Report. The Print Win/Los
Analysis Report window will open.

Transaction & Analysis Reports
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The following table describes the fields on the Print Win/Loss Analysis window:

Field Description

Quote type Select whether you want the report to analyze Open quotes,
Historical quotes, or both (Open/Hist.)

Sort by You can choose up to two fields to sort the report by. For
example, you can select Country in the first sort order, and if
desired select a range of countries using the Starting and
Ending fields.

If you want the report to insert a page break before the report
begins printing data for a new country, turn the Page break
option on for this sort order.

You can then further sort the report within each country by
selecting a second sort order, for example you might want to
select Salesperson to sort each country by salesperson.

Selection type These fields allow you to further refine your report to
include only a top or bottom number of categories you've
chosen in your sort order.

The first selection type refers to the first sort order you've
chosen. The second selection type refers to the second sort
order you've chosen.

For example, if you chose to sort your report by sales
manager, you might want to print only data for the top 5
sales managers with the best sales results. If so, select Top N
in the first Selection type field. Enter 5 in the following N
field to indicate that you want to print the top 5. Or, you
could select the Bottom N to print the worst performing
countries.

Choose Select all if you want to include all data in the sort
order you've chosen above.

Chart Options This field works with the Charts to show option. The type of
chart will be reported based on either the Quote count or
Quote dollar value of the quotes reported.
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Field Description

Charts to show There are three different types of charts you can include in
the report:

Percent lost by reason code: Displays a pie chart illustrating
the percentage of quotes lost (eg. Rejected or Expired) by
reason code.

Percent won/lost: Displays a pie chart comparing the
number of quotes won versus the number of quotes lost.

Percent won by sort field: Turn this option on if you want to
include bar charts on your report that illustrate the
percentage of quotes won (eg. transferred to Order) by the
sort fields you've chosen in the Sort by fields above.

Restrict ranges
to…

Quote Number
Quote Date
Expiry Date

These fields give you the option to further refine your
analysis report to a range of quote numbers, quote dates,
and/or expiry dates. If you want to include only certain
quotes, select the range of quotes using these fields.

If you don't want to refine your report by any of these, leave
the appropriate fields at their default values.

Quote status If you want to include only quotes with certain statuses,
select only those statuses in this field. The options in this
field are created by the system administrator using the Edit
Quote Status function.

Quote state If you want to include only quotes with certain quote states,
select only those states in this field.

Transaction & Analysis Reports
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Profit Analysis Report

The Profit Analysis Report is useful for analyzing the profit margins of sales
managers and salespersons. It can print a summary of the sales made and include
charts comparing the average margin percentages of all salespersons and sales
managers. The report is especially useful for a sales and management team to
analyze sales results of each person in the sales team.

To print the Profit Analysis Report, select Transaction and Analysis Reports | Profit
Analysis from the Reports menu. The following window will open:
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The following table describes the fields on the Print Profit Analysis window:

Field Description

Quote type Select whether you want the report to analyze Open quotes,
Historical quotes, or both (Open/Hist.)

Sort by You can choose up to two fields to sort the report by. For
example, you can select Salesmanager in the first sort order,
and if desired select a range of sales managers using the
Starting and Ending fields.

If you want the report to insert a page break before the report
begins printing data for a new country, turn the Page break
option on for this sort order.

You can then further sort the report by selecting a second
sort order, for example you might want to select Salesperson
to sort each Sales manager's section by salesperson

Selection type These fields allow you to further refine your report to
include only a top or bottom number of categories you've
chosen in your sort order.

The first selection type refers to the first sort order you've
chosen. The second selection type refers to the second sort
order you've chosen.

For example, if you chose to sort your report by sales
manager, you might want to print only data for the top 5
sales managers with the best sales results. If so, select Top N
in the first Selection type field. Enter 5 in the following N
field to indicate that you want to print the top 5. Or, you
could select the Bottom N to print the worst performing sales
managers.

Choose Select all if you want to include all data in the sort
order you've chosen above.

Show chart If you want to include bar charts on the report, turn this
option on. The report will include color charts illustrating the
Salespersons and sales managers average margin
percentages compared with one another.
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Field Description

Include misc.
charges

If you want to include miscellaneous charges in the report
results, turn this option on. You might, for example, want to
leave miscellaneous charges off the report if your sales team
largely has little to do with such charges in terms of their
sales efforts.

Report format Select Summary if you want the report to show a summary
of the sales for each salesperson and sales manager, or select
Detail if you want to include more detail about the sales,
such as item numbers and descriptions.

Restrict ranges
to…

Quote Number
Quote Date
Expiry Date

These fields give you the option to further refine your report
to a range of quote numbers, quote dates, and/or expiry
dates. If you want to include only certain quotes, select the
range of quotes using these fields.

If you don't want to refine your report by any of these, leave
the appropriate fields at their default values.

Quote status If you want to include only quotes with certain quote
statuses, select only those statuses in this field. The options
in this field are created by the system administrator using the
Edit Quote Statuses function.

Quote state If you want to include, for example, only active quotes, select
only Active in this list. You can also select Expired,
Transferred, and Rejected to either include or exclude those
quotes from the report.
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Quote Notes Report

The Quote Notes report will print Notes for a selected range of quotes. To run this
report, select Quote Notes from the Reports | Transaction and Analysis Reports
menu. The Print Quote Notes window will open.

Field Description

Print Options Indicate what type of quotes you want to print the Notes for:
Open quotes, Historical quotes, or Template quotes.

Sort options The Sort options fields allow you to select several different
ways to sort and list data on the report. Use the drop-down
lists on the left hand side to select a field to sort by. Then use
the corresponding Starting and Ending fields to indicate a
range to include in the report.

Note format Select Short to print a list of notes that includes only the
date, the User ID, and the first few words of each note. Select
Extended to print the entire notes for the specified ranges.
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Field Description

Notes to print Select All to print all notes within the selected sort order
ranges. Or select Most recent … notes and enter a number in
the field to print a number of the most recent notes. For
example, if you entered 20, the report would print only the
latest 20 notes in the selected sort order and range.
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Custom Reports

Users of Crystal Reports for Adagio can create custom reports and have them appear
on the Reports menu in Adagio SalesCQ. This allows users to print, preview and
export custom reports without needing to run Crystal Reports. This saves you from
having to start Crystal Reports, find the desired report, and use the Set Location or
Verify database functions if the report is printed for multiple companies.

This feature is only available if a copy of Crystal Reports for
Adagio is installed, and it requires Crystal Reports for Adagio to be
registered within 60 days of installation.

Run-time parameters can be used for ranges and dates. They are usually required
because in most cases you want to select data rather than print all information in the
file. You will be prompted for the parameters when you print a custom report that
uses Run-time parameters.

Custom reports do not have to be limited to reports for Adagio Invoices. They can be
for any Adagio application, although you may want to separate your custom reports
by application.

Security Groups in Adagio are supported, allowing you to restrict certain users from
printing custom reports.

Refer to the online Help documentation or your Adagio Fundamentals manual for
more detailed information.

Custom Reports
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Appendix A

Importing & Exporting

Adagio SalesCQ allows you to import prospects, prospect notes, quotes and scan
lists. You can also export prospects and prospect notes.

Importing Customers is handled very effectively within Adagio
Receivables 9.0A and higher. If you are using Adagio Receivables
8.1A or earlier, you should use the Import Customers function
within SalesCQ to also import fields on the customer Contact tab,
Contact info section.

The import and export processes are basically the same whether you are importing or
exporting. This chapter will outline how to use these functions.

For detailed information about import and export file format requirements, please
refer to the Adagio Invoice online Help documentation.
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Using Templates

At the top of all import and export windows, you will see a Template field, followed
by several related buttons.

Templates are used to save certain import settings, so that if you regularly import
files using the same settings, you can save those settings in one template and just call
up that template each time you have a file to import, rather than selecting the
appropriate settings each time around.

For prospects, there is a default template which imports/exports standard
information. If you wish to use the default templates, or to select and save the default
templates under new names with some changes, be sure to select the appropriate
template.

The last template you used or saved is the default template that is initially selected
on entering this function. If you have other templates on file, you can click the down
arrow in the Template field to select a different template, or you can create a new
one. Information on modifying the import options for new templates can be found in
the following sections.

Use the buttons to the right of the Template field to work with templates. Your
options are:

Button Description

Save Allows you to save any changes you make to the settings for
the current template, as displayed in the Template field.

NOTE: You cannot modify the default template and save changes
to it. If you need a modified template, create a new one instead.

Delete Allows you to delete a template from the list of available
templates.

NOTE: You cannot delete the default template.

Save As Allows you to save the settings of the current template as a
template with a different name.

Using Templates
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Button Description

New Allows you to save the current settings as a template. You
will be prompted to enter a name for the template.

Templates can be printed, allowing you to save a hard copy of your import settings
or to check the settings with the import file. To print a template, simply click the
Print button in the lower, right-hand corner of the window.

Using Templates
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Importing

Customers may be effectively imported within Adagio Receivables 9.0A so the
function is not duplicated within SalesCQ. However, if you are using Adagio
Receivables 8.1A or earlier, use the Import Customers feature within Adagio SalesCQ
rather than the feature in Adagio Receivables if you need to import fields on the
Contact tab, Contact Info section for the customer. These fields are not available in
Import Customers within Adagio Receivables 8.1A and earlier.

If you have already created prospects, quotes and/or scan lists in other programs
and wish to import them into Adagio SalesCQ, you can do so via the Import item on
the File menu.

The import process is essentially the same whether you are importing prospects,
quotes or scan lists. As examples, we'll show you how to import prospects and
quotes.

Importing
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Importing Prospects

When you select the Import option on the File menu, a fly-out menu appears,
allowing you to select the type of import you wish to do. Select Prospects from this
menu, and the following screen appears.

If you are using Adagio Receivables 8.1A and are importing
customers using SalesCQ, please note that Customer activity
information can be exported but not imported. These are fields such
as “Last invoice date” and so forth.

As described in the earlier section on Templates, you can choose an existing template
or create a new one now. Then you will move on to the fields in the File Information
tab, as shown above.

Import File Information tab

This tab allows you to select the file type and file name to be imported, and to set
certain import options.

Use the information in the table below to work with the options on this tab.

Importing Prospects
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Field Description

File format Select a file type to import based on the source
application.

File name Enter the path (drive and directories) and file name of the
invoice files to be imported. You can click the folder
button to select from a list of files.

Header included? If the first record in the import file contains the field
names themselves and should be skipped, you will want
to turn this option on.

NOTE: This field is not available for importing quotes.

Overwrite records? Check this box on if you intend to overwrite Adagio
SalesCQ records.

Add new records? Select this option if you want to add new records that are
contained in the import field in addition (or instead of)
updating existing ones.

Validate before
importing?

Turn this option on if you wish to perform a validity
check of all imported records. If selected, the system
checks for existing records, checks the validity of all
coded values, and checks that all imported data is valid
(dates, numbers in ranges, etc.). If any errors are found
in the import file, the import process will be halted, and
you will have a chance to repair the problems before
importing the files.

If you don’t select this checkbox, a check for valid codes
is still carried out, but it occurs during the import
process, and when invalid entries are found the import
process is stopped and you are asked if you want to
continue. Validating records prior to importing is a safer
and easier way to conduct the import process.

Note that if you select to perform validity checks the
import process will be slower.

Separator Specify the CSV symbol to use (comma separated value)
The default is a comma.

Importing Prospects
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Field Description

Use extended
character set?

If your import file contains characters in the extended
character set, such as the French accented characters, be
sure to turn this option on. When this option is activated,
those characters will be imported properly. When the
option is turned off, the imported record will simply be
halted or skipped, depending on whether you have
turned the Validate before importing? option on or not.

Importing Prospects
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Import Field Selection Tab

This tab allows you to select the fields you wish to import.

The fields listed on the left side of the screen are the fields which you can include in
the import; the fields listed on the right side are already selected and will be included
in the import.

To use this window:

• Select a field that is included in the import file from the Available fields list
by clicking on it.

• Click the single right arrow button to move it into the Import file fields list.
You can remove a field from the Import file fields list back to the Available
fields list by clicking on it and then clicking the single left arrow button.

• Continue moving fields until all desired fields are listed in the Import file
fields list. You can use the double right arrow to move all fields at once into
the Import file fields section, or the double left arrow button to remove all
fields from the Import file fields section.

• In cases where imported fields are listed in the Available fields list, but are
not in the import file, you can create a filler to indicate that the field should be
skipped. To do this, select the field in the Available fields list, and then click
the Filler button to add a filler for that field.

• You must order the fields in the Import file fields list in the order they appear
in the import file. Sort the fields (first on top, last on bottom) by selecting a

Importing Prospects
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field and then moving it up one position in the list by clicking the up arrow
button, or moving it down one position in the list by clicking the down arrow
button.

The properties for the fields to be imported are indicated at the bottom of the screen.
The properties are described in the following table:

Field Description

Name The name of the field to be imported. This field is for
your information only, and cannot be edited.

Type The type of field: either a string of characters, a date, or a
number. You can modify the field type if needed,
although in most cases you won’t want to.

Width The number of characters in the field. For example, a
customer code contains six characters.

Field number The order in which the field will be imported. This is
dependent on the order of the fields listed in the Import
file fields section, and can only be changed by using the
up and down arrows to the right of that list. See above
for more information.

Field offset Enter the position of the character at which the reading is
to start. This allows importing of only certain characters
within a field.
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Field Defaults Tab

This tab allows you to set default values for any fields that you wish to import, but
are not in the import file. Values you enter here will be added to every record that is
imported.

To set a default for a field, select the field from the Fields not imported list by
clicking on it. Move it to the Default Fields list by clicking the right arrow. (It can
also be removed from the Default Fields list by clicking the left arrow.)

Continue moving fields to the Default Fields list until all desired fields are listed in
that section of the window.

For each field in the list, you can change the properties. To do so, click on the field in
the Default Fields list, and then move to the fields at the bottom of the window.
They are:

Field Description

Name The name of the field for which you will be providing a
default value. This field is for your information only, and
cannot be edited.
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Field Description

Type The type of field: either a string of characters, a date, or a
number. This field is for your information only, and
cannot be edited. You will want to note the field type
when entering the default value.

Value Enter the value you wish to use as a default for this field.
This value will be used for all customer files imported.

Width The number of characters in the field. For example, a
customer code contains six characters. This field is for
your information only, and cannot be edited.

Running the Import

When you are finished editing the tabs in the Import window as necessary and have
saved the template, click Import to proceed. The records will be imported as per your
specifications.

Remember, that at any time, you can print your template layout by clicking the Print
button.

Notes on Importing Prospect Notes

This function may be a useful way to import existing prospect notes from another
program into the prospect records within Adagio SalesCQ.

If there is a possibility that one or more of the notes being imported already exist in
SalesCQ, use the Increment time on duplicate note option to either import the note
using the same time as the original note or to increment the time of the imported note
that is a duplicate. For example, if the same note already exists in SalesCQ and has a
time of 09:00, turning the Increment time on duplicate note option on will import the
duplicate note with a time of 09:01, the next time 09:02, etc..

You are able to tell SalesCQ when to create a line break in the body of the note being
imported using the Generate line break on function and the option selected:

• Each record - generates a line break in the body of the note each time a record
for the same prospect note is read.

• 1 empty line - generates a line break each time a "" (blank) field in the body of
the same customer note record is read. This may provide the user more
control in determining exactly when a line break is to occur. For example, if
you want a blank line to appear between paragraphs in a longer note, you
would create two records each with a "" (blank) fields in the body for the same
customer note. This would create a line break at the end of the previous note
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body text (eg. the end of the paragraph) and another line break as a blank line
separating that paragraph from the note body text in record that follows.
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Importing Quotes

The import template functionality allows you to define your own templates to match
quotes produced by third party products.

Select Import | Quotes from the file menu and the Import Quotes window will
appear.

The File Information tab of the Import Quotes window is where you specify the file
you are importing and some options related to the type of file.

Field Description

File format Select a file type to import based on the source
application.

File name Enter the path (drive and directories) and file name of the
invoice files to be imported. You can click the folder
button to select from a list of files.

Header included? Check this box on if you want header information
included in your imported data.

Importing Quotes
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Field Description

Use extended
character set?

If your import file contains characters in the extended
character set, such as the French accented characters, be
sure to turn this option on. When this option is activated,
those characters will be imported properly. When the
option is turned off, the imported record will simply be
halted or skipped, depending on the whether you have
turned the Validate before importing? option on or not.

Delete import file on
success?

If you want Adagio SalesCQ to automatically delete the
file you are importing once the import is complete, turn
this option on.

Validate before
importing?

Turn this option on if you wish to perform a validity
check of all imported records. If selected, the system
checks for existing records, checks the validity of all
coded values, and checks that all imported data is valid
(dates, numbers in ranges, etc.). If any errors are found in
the import file, the import process will be halted, and you
will have a chance to repair the problems before
importing the files.

If you don’t select this checkbox, a check for valid codes
is still carried out, but it occurs during the import
process, and when invalid entries are found the import
process is stopped and you are asked if you want to
continue. Validating records prior to importing is a safer
and easier way to conduct the import process.

Note that if you select to perform validity checks the
import process will be slower.

Separator Specify the CSV symbol to use (comma separated value).
The default is a comma.

Implied decimal point Turn this option on if the import data contains no
decimal points and you want Adagio SalesCQ to import
all whole number values as though the last two
characters are the decimal places (eg. SalesCQ will
import 12345 as 123.45).

You can now fill out the fields on the Import Field Selection and Field Defaults tabs
just as you would if you were importing customers or prospects. Below are some
additional notes that you may find helpful when importing quotes.
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Remember, that at any time, you can print your template layout by clicking the Print
button.

Tips for Importing Quotes

Fields

The justification of key fields is handled automatically. Right justified key fields, like
customer number, do not have to be preceded with leading blanks. Trailing blanks
are also allowed. Some examples of acceptable field formats for customer number 100
would be:

• " 100"
• "100"
• "100 "
• " 100 "

In the import quotes function, there are header and detail sections that can be
imported. Header sections must precede detail sections in a quote therefore, the
header fields must appear first in the import file and be listed first in the import field
list. Header section fields are preceded by the prefix "Hdr-" in the Import Field
Selection tab, and detail section fields are preceded by the prefix "Det".

Fields not included in the import file are assigned default values. How the default
values are chosen depends on what the fields are.

Some fields may be completed if you specify that field with a default value in the
Field Defaults tab.

Some fields may pull information from other records on file. For instance, the import
function may look at the quotes template

Some detail fields may revert back to the information found in the header section of
the imported record, such as the location field.

Quantities

Quantity fields are 12 characters for fixed format imports. In fixed format, the
quantity can be left or right justified within the 12 characters. For example, both of
the following are acceptable:

• ,100.00 ,
• , 100.00,
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Amounts

Amount fields are 15 characters in fixed format imports. In fixed format, the amount
can be left or right justified within the 15 characters. For example, both of the
following are acceptable:

• ,100.00 ,
• , 100.00,

The currency symbol "$" should not be included in the import file.

Miscellaneous

If the quote number in the import files is blank, the next available quote number will
be assigned when the quote is imported. If the quote contains a quote number, it
must be unique.

Item numbers in the import file must not contain the segment separator characters
such as ". / \ ( ) - #". However, spacing within segments must be maintained. For
example, an item number such as "ABC - 1/ XYZ" must be in the form
"ABC 1 XYZ".

The justification of single segment item numbers is handled automatically.

All imported quotes must be edited by the user. Additional verification occurs at that
time. For example, the credit limit and on hold status is checked at that time.
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Exporting

Exporting Prospects

You can export prospects and prospect notes for use in spreadsheet and database
programs and other Adagio programs saving you the time of entering each customer
one by one. For example, once you have set up prospects, you may want to import
them into a PDA device. The process for exporting prospects and prospect notes is
essentially the same.

Adagio Receivables 9.0A or higher exports customers effectively.
Therefore, the function is not duplicated within Adagio SalesCQ. If
you are using Adagio Receivables 8.1A or earlier, use the Export
Customers feature within Adagio SalesCQ rather than the feature
in Adagio Receivables if you need to export fields from the Contact
tab, Contact Info section for the customer. These fields are not
available in Export Customers within Adagio Receivables 8.1A or
earlier.

From the File menu, select Export Prospects. The following window appears:

The top of this window displays a Template option. This template allows you to save
the export options you select into a template file. Once you have selected the Export
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options you want, click the New button and enter a template name. Future exports
can then be done simply by selecting the export template, thus saving you time.

Templates can also be deleted or saved under other names via the buttons to the
right of the Template field.

In the File Information tab displayed above, you have the following options to
export customers:

Field Details

File format Adagio SalesCQ records can be exported and
read by spreadsheet and database programs

File Name Select the default location or indicate a new
location for the file. For exporting, this is the
file the exported customer records will be
written to.

Header included? Select this option if you want to export the
field names.

Overwrite existing
file?

Select this option if a previously exported file
is to be overwritten.

Separator The default is a comma which means data can
be read correctly by, for example, Excel. You
would enter the separator required to
separate fields for the software you intend to
use to read the data.
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After you have completed the File Information tab, click the Field Selections tab:

On this screen you can select the fields you want included in the export by clicking
on the right arrow button. You can also remove fields via the left arrow button.
Double-headed arrows allow you to add or remove all fields at once.

Fields can be reordered by the up and down arrows to the right of the Export fields
box.

You may enter the width of the field by entering an amount in the Width field. This
may be useful if you know that the program you are exporting to requires a certain
field length.

As well, you can indicate the type of data you are exporting for each field, using the
Type field. Adagio SalesCQ will select a data type for you, by default, but this can be
changed if necessary.
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After you have made your export selections, click on the Save button to save your
choices and then click on the Export button to export the data.

You have the option of exporting a single or range of prospect codes.

If you have tried to export a file and you have opened the file in, for
example, an Excel spreadsheet, you will receive an error message
indicating that the export of data cannot take place if you try to
export the file again. To avoid this error message, close the file in
the spreadsheet program.

Remember, that at any time, you can print your template layout by clicking the Print
button.
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